
For those who still write paper checks, the 

New Year can be a tricky time. It can take 

several attempts before writing “2018” 

replaces the habit of writing “2017.”

And the New Year poses similar chal-

lenges for the dental practice’s insurance 

coders. When the calendar ticked over to 

Jan. 1, 2018, the insurance codes from 

2017 changed. While most are, of course, 

the same, others have been removed, 

some have been revised, and still others 

are brand-new.

The American Dental Association’s 

Code Maintenance Committee decides 

on changes to the formal list of codes. 

For 2018, there are 18 new codes, 16 

revised codes and three deleted codes. 

The Code on Dental Procedures and 

Nomenclature (CDT) 2018 adjust-

ments mean fewer claims rejections and 

speedier reimbursement.

“There are some really exciting 

changes that are coming up in 2018,” 

says Patti DiGangi, RDH, a coding 

consultant. “Codes are updated once 

a year, and what the updates give us is 

an opportunity for new and innovative 

ideas, products and procedures.”

HbA1c testing
Maybe the most compelling new code 

is D0411, which covers in-offi ce, point-

of-service HbA1c testing, a blood sugar 

measurement that can be an indicator 

for diabetes.

“This is going to be huge,” says Katrina 

Sanders, RDH, a clinician and practice 

consultant, and member of the Modern 

Hygienist editorial board.

... See insurance coding, page 34
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Every year brings new 

opportunities to the 

practice of dentistry — 

that’s a fact. Whether it’s 

a chance to learn new 

techniques, implement new devices or 

improve systems for better workfl ows, 

the start of a new year is always a bit of an 

exciting time.

Frequently, the start of a new year also 

causes people to pause for a moment and 

consider what has transpired in the past 

year and what could transpire in the year 

ahead. There is never a better time than 

the present to think about where you are 

headed.

Now, as the Technology Evangelist, it’s 

also my job to not only think about where 

I am headed, but also where our proud 

profession is headed as well. So with 

that thought in mind, let’s take a quick  

speculative look at where dentistry is 

headed in 2018.

IoDT
By this time I’m sure that most of you are 

familiar with the ideal of the “connected 

home.” Many folks now have thermostats 

that can be controlled by smartphone. 
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impact on improving patient care and practice effi ciency.
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DentiMax 18
Available in both cloud and server editions, 

DentiMax 18 is said to be more graphical, power-

ful and easier to use than any of its predecessors. 

The newest version of the practice management 

software reportedly features a highly graphical 

clinical charting screen, tighter digital X-ray 

integration, integrated patient texting as well as 

paperless features such as an online and in-offi ce 

patient kiosk. Practices can now bypass using 

third-party products and get all the functionality 

they need from one system. 

DentiMax
800-704-8494
dentimax.com 
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Ultaire™ AKP
Ultaire™ AKP is a high-performance polymer for 

removable partial denture frames. It was reportedly 

designed to fi ll the gap between metal RPDs, which 

can be too rigid and stiff, and other polymer frame 

materials that can be too fl exible. Ultaire AKP is 

an innovative aryl ketone polymer that is said to 

provide a biocompatible, lightweight, metal-free, 

non-irritating and more esthetically pleasing 

alternative. 

Solvay Dental 360™
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solvaydental360.com 
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Finishing System
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is a complement to Ultradent’s renowned Jiffy® 

Universal Finishing System. The polishers are 

designed to effi ciently and easily reach all tooth 

surface areas to give a natural fi nish on all ceramic 

materials, including zirconia. They can also report-

edly be used to temper super high-gloss fi nishes 

to create the look of natural enamel. The system 

consists of malleable spiral-shaped wheels that are 

engineered to easily conform to tooth anatomy. 

Ultradent Products, Inc.
800-552-5512
ultradent.com 
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The new year brings changes to insurance codes, including  

deletions, additions and revisions. While the changes 

can take some adjustment, tackling them head-on can 

lead to bene⇒ ts for your practice and your patients. 
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INSURANCE CODING[34]
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oral health and confidence.
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Dentsply Sirona Preventive offers innovative treatments that help protect 

patients’ teeth and improve their appearance and comfort. Our Nupro Treatment 

family includes a variety of fluoride and whitening products—available in 

many different forms, popular with dental practices throughout the world. 

Scientifically tested and clinically proven, Nupro Treatments are easy to apply, 

convenient to use, and help make patients feel more confident about their smile 

and oral health. It’s all part of our ongoing commitment to improving the entire 

continuum of preventive care.
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FROM OUR BOARD

AN EDITORIAL BOARD LOOK 
INTO THE FUTURE
Continued from cover ... Many 

others are using doorbells with 

cameras that allow you to see 

who is at the door right on your 

phone. This whole concept of 

“connected” is being referred to 

as the “Internet of Things,” which 

is abbreviated IoT.

In dentistry, we are starting 

to see more and more connected 

devices and I’m now referring to 

them as the “Internet of Dental 

Things” (IoDT). Planmeca is 

developing many IoDT devices 

and connecting them all through 

their Romexis® software. It allows 

devices to connect through the 

single Romexis interface and tracks 

your equipment so that you can 

head off breakdowns and service 

call downtime. 

However, this idea is not limited 

to Planmeca. There are many com-

panies like Statim and others that 

are in the realm of IoDT. Look for 

more devices as the year progresses.

CAD/CAM and digital 

impressions

The surveys I’ve seen lately indi-

cate digital impression systems 

are in approximately 18 percent 

of all dental offi ces. That includes 

the eight to 10 percent who have 

some type of milling system (CAD/

CAM). The industry is going 

to continue to see a substantial 

amount of growth in this category. 

This year we will see several more 

new companies become main-

stream names as competition in 

this sector continues.

Competition is good and it will 

ensure that this product category 

sees continued innovation while 

holding prices stable, or per-

haps even bringing prices down 

somewhat.

Data mining and patient 

communication

As technology permeates further 

and further into our lives and 

practices, we are starting to see 

advances in helping our admin-

istrative staff with the frequently 

arduous tasks they face with the 

business aspect of the practice.

The initial technology innova-

tions we saw with computeriza-

tion started with the front offi ce. 

Computers simplifi ed accounting, 

bookkeeping and payroll, helping 

to reduce these tasks from hours 

of computations to mere minutes 

of data entry. Then, computeriza-

tion of the schedule came along and 

suddenly managing appointments 

became fast, easy and low stress.

Now, companies like MMG 

Fusion and SolutionReach are help-

ing us stay in contact with patients 

like never before. The ability to 

send text messages to patients for 

confi rmation, collect patient sur-

veys and even send birthday greet-

ings is just the tip of the iceberg. 

From programs that fi ll your sched-

ule to ones that use algorithms to 

track your bottom line over time, 

software is opening up many new 

doors for practice success.

A bright 2018

Those are just a few of the things 

I’m excited about. I’m confident 

that we are going to see some 

incredible things here in 2018. I’m 

especially excited about the devel-

opments I’m seeing in helping us 

to run our practices more like the 

business they are. To quote the 

post-punk band Timbuk3, “The 

future’s so bright, I gotta wear 

shades!” 

[ Dr. John Flucke] 
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Preshaded for consistency throughout 
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High translucency

ONLY $79

Prescribe Advanced Esthetics & Strength
Discover our newest full-contour zirconia formulation and give your 

patients the lifelike appearance and structural integrity that typical zirconia 

cannot achieve. Advanced Z16™ is a monolithic solid zirconia restoration 

with no porcelain overlay. It is designed and milled using the latest CAD/

CAM technology. This zirconia restoration is chip resistant and therefore 

ideal for bruxers. It is also an excellent solution for implant restorations  

and areas with limited occlusal space. 

Get  and Z16
Your FREE Brasseler Bur Kit?

Call us at 800-624-5301 or 

visit our website online at

burdettedental.com to print 

a FREE FedEx shipping label 
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Visit dentsplysirona.com/nuprofreedom today to learn more.

Ensure your office is complying with CDC guidelines.

The Nupro Freedom® Cordless Prophy Package provides a cost-effective 

solution designed to comply with CDC Infection Prevention Guidelines, 

with Autoclavable Outer Sheaths, Disposable Barriers for the Inner Module, 

and Disposable Prophy Angles.

Nupro® Polishing

protecting your 
patients while 
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Preventive is ...
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PRODUCT WATCH

[ SOFTWARE ]

CS 3600 update
The new intelligent scanning features of the CS 3600 reportedly 

make it easier to capture scans correctly on the fi rst try, resulting in 

higher quality scans before they have been rendered. Missing infor-

mation is color-coded to indicate either holes or gaps, while guide 

arrows recommend the best direction to scan to recapture the data. 

The scanner’s workfl ow has also been updated with new features 

designed to make the digital implant workfl ow faster and smarter.

Carestream Dental

800-944-6365  |  carestreamdental.com 
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[ VACUUM ]

Mojave LT Compact Dry Vacuum
Designed to replace conventional liquid ring pumps and be com-

pletely 100-percent water-free, the Mojave LT Compact Dry Vacuum 

utilizes a motor-driven air/water separator. The dry vacuum has been 

engineered to deliver the highest performance while staying nearly 

silent. Equipped with a multicolor touch screen display, the vacuum 

is engineered to constantly monitor itself to ensure it is running at all 

times. Its compact size allows it to be installed in nearly any practice.

Air Techniques, Inc.
516-433-7676  |  airtechniques.com

CIRCLE RS #9

[ TOOTHBRUSH ]

Mira-Teeth Ultrasound Toothbrush
The Mira-Teeth Ultrasound Toothbrush is said to utilize a gentler 

technology that yields powerful results. Instead of operating with 

a rotating or swiveling brush head, the toothbrush reportedly har-

nesses ultrasound technology to clear out bacteria and sweep away 

build-up with air oscillations. The Mira-Teeth Ultrasound Toothbrush 

is said to clean teeth more effectively than a normal toothbrush in 

just 60 to 90 seconds. 

Techmira Inc.

781-975-3552  |  techmira.com

CIRCLE RS #10

[ DESENSITIZING GEL ]

Desensitizing Gel
Vista Dental Products expands its line of take-home products to include 

a solution for sensitive patients. The potassium nitrate and fl uoride 

Desensitizing Gel is said to quickly eliminate hypersensitivity associated 

with whitening and temperature and chemical changes. The fast-acting, 

viscous gel reportedly stays in place and is easily dispensed through 

included tips. The gel is packaged in kits of either four or 40 1.2 mL pre-

fi lled syringes.

Vista Dental Products

877-418-4782  |  vista-dental.com 

CIRCLE RS #11

The new features of the CS 

3600 are designed to make it 

easier to capture scans.  

http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
http://carestreamdental.com/us/en
http://techmira.com/
http://vista-dental.com/
http://www.airtechniques.com/
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[ VIDEO CAMERA ]

SurgiCam HD
The SurgiCam HD is a loupe-mounted, 1080p digital video camera 

that allows clinicians to record and share procedures from their 

point of view. SurgiTel’s user-friendly software is designed to let 

dentists easily record and manage their procedures. SurgiCam HD 

is reportedly ideal for live or recorded teaching, sharing procedures, 

documentation and consultation, and transmitting anywhere in the 

world.

SurgiTel

800-959-0153  |  surgitel.com 

CIRCLE RS #12

[ TOOTH WHITENING ]

Oral Essentials Whitening Strips
These Dead Sea salt-based whitening strips are said to offer patients 

a better way to achieve whiter teeth, with visible results in as little as 

30 minutes. The strips utilize a patent-pending formulation of coco-

nut oil, lemon peel oil and sage oil to whiten teeth without sensitivity. 

They are reportedly the fi rst whitening strips in the industry to be 

clinically tested for use on porcelain crowns, veneers and composite 

restorations. 

Oral Essentials

888-773-5273  |  oralessentials.com

CIRCLE RS #13

[ ANESTHESIA DELIVERY ]

The Wand® STA
The Wand® STA is designed to offer painless injections, bringing a 

new level of comfort to patients visiting the dentist. Due to the unique 

ability of The Wand® STA to sense the pressure at the injection site, 

the tool reportedly allows clinicians to anesthetize a single tooth. 

With less pain for the patient as well as less numbing effects, den-

tists who use The Wand® STA are said to see fewer complications 

when treating patients. 

Milestone Scientifi c

973-535-2717  |  milestonescientifi c.com 

CIRCLE RS #14

[ IMPLANT ATTACHMENT ]

Novaloc attachment
The Novaloc attachment is now available on Panthera Dental bars. 

Its unique black coating is said to make it more resistant, and the 

attachment comes with a 10-year warranty, reportedly the longest 

in the industry. The system comes with four different color-coded 

retentions as well as a choice between a titanium or a PEEK housing 

for better esthetics. 

Panthera Dental

855-233-0388   |  pantheradental.com

CIRCLE RS #15

This digital video camera can 

be used to record and share 

procedures. 

http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
https://www.milestonescientific.com/
http://surgitel.com/
https://oralessentials.com/
https://www.pantheradental.com/Index.aspx


© 2018 GC America Inc.

• Superior polish and high gloss retention
• Self-polishing effect enables additional polish in mouth
• Extraordinary wear resistance due to uniform nano-filler dispersion
• Easy to shape, yet stays in place
• Excellent radiopacity (>300% AI)
 • Pairs perfectly with G-Premio BOND™,
  our universal, 8th generation
  bonding agent 

TO LEARN MORE, CALL US AT 1-800-323-7063 OR  

VISIT GCAMERICA.COM

AND NOW, A WORD
                 FROM THE EXPERTS

“I’m so excited about the new G-ænial Sculpt composite. The 

unique uniform dispersion technology and silanation process of this 

nano-hybrid resin allow easy polishability and self-polishing effects. 

G-ænial Sculpt has amazing chameleon and blending effects.” 

G-ænial Sculpt®

Light-Cured Universal Nano Hybrid Compactable Composite

-  Dr. Wynn Okuda, Honolulu, Hawaii  
 Past National President (2002-03) and
 Accredited Fellow of the AACD*

Esthetic Dentistry by Dr. Wynn Okuda, Accredited Fellow of the AACD*, Honolulu, Hawaii.

*The American Academy of Cosmetic Dentistry (AACD) does not endorse any 
products or services.

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 16

http://www.gcamerica.com/
http://www.gcamerica.com/
http://www.gcamerica.com/
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A handpiece is one of the most 

important pieces in a dentist’s tool 

kit. These powerful drills are capa-

ble of removing decay, shaping teeth,  

cleaning root canals, and extracting 

fi llings or crowns. 

Dentists who are in the market 

to purchase a new handpiece are in 

luck. Whether you prefer electric 

or air-driven, high-speed or low-

speed, the latest handpieces feature 

increased torque and an ergonomic 

design, leading to more effi cient 

procedures. Many also feature more 

compact heads and reduced noise 

levels, allowing for enhanced patient 

comfort during various procedures. 

Some even come equipped with cus-

tomizable settings and fi ber optics. 

The next several pages feature 

some of the newest and most 

advanced dental handpieces cur-

rently in the market.  Take a look, 

and you may just fi nd the perfect one  

for your dental practice. 

Taking a look at some of the most powerful and 
effi cient dental handpieces in the market. 

[ compiled by Kristen Mott ]

The power of a 

HANDPIECE

MARIAN WEYO / SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
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FEATURED PRODUCT

FEATURED PRODUCT

EVO.15 CA 1:5 L
In procedures making use of electric handpieces, the briefest 12-newton 

contact between the instrument’s push button and the patient’s inner cheek 

causes the former to overheat, resulting in possible burn injuries. Equipped 

with patented COOLTOUCH+™ heat-arresting technology, EVO.15 is report-

edly the only contra-angle proven never to exceed human body temperature. 

After years of research and development, it is engaged to protect both the 

patient and the clinician during some of this 

profession’s most frequently performed 

procedures. Additionally, EVO.15 is said 

to feature a considerably smaller and 

lighter shockproof head and premier 

technological innovations, ranging from 

a new spray/illumination system to an 

improved bur-locking system.   

Bien-Air

800-433-BIEN  |  bienair.com

CIRCLE RS #18

430 Torque
The 430 Torque is the newest member of the 430 high-speed hand-

piece family, delivering power and choice. An independent test by The 

Dental Advisor shows 430 Torque has the highest watts of power of all 

the handpieces tested: 27 watts. The 430 Torque is available with or 

without fi ber optics. Clinicians can choose from a lubricated version or 

StarDental’s patented LubeFree version that provides dental practices 

with substantial cost and time savings.   

DentalEZ

866-DTE-INFO  |  dentalez.com/torque

CIRCLE RS #20

FEATURED PRODUCT

FEATURED PRODUCT

W&H EA-53 electric handpiece system
Whether your patient treatment calls for a high-speed handpiece to easily remove 

a zirconia crown or a low-speed model to delicately scoop out the demineralized 

dentin of a deep cavity prep, the EA-53 electric handpiece system can do it all. 

Optimize the most valuable real estate in your practice by integrating this fl exible 

and precise tool right into your A-dec delivery system with either one or two holder 

positions to cover hygiene, general restorative and endodontic treatments. A-dec’s 

deluxe touchpad is the control center for the dental team to operate the system. 

The EA-53 is also available in a tabletop version that you can use independently or 

integrate into your existing delivery with the detachable touchpad interface.

A-dec

800-547-1883  |  a-dec.com

CIRCLE RS #17

EndoSync handpiece
The high-performance EndoSync cordless handpiece from Brasseler USA is 

said to provide numerous safety features, including Optimized Torque Reverse 

(OTR) technology, torque slowdown and an Apical Action mode, which gives 

the user the ability to seamlessly connect to the EndoSync Apex Locator. With 

six fully programmable settings, a broad speed range of 50-1,000 rpms, auto 

reverse and torque control, EndoSync reportedly provides the power and 

versatility required for any case, including re-treatments. The EndoSync is the 

perfect balance of precision and safety.   

Brasseler USA

800-841-4522  |  brasselerusa.com

CIRCLE RS #19

http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
https://www.dentalez.com/Torque/
https://brasselerusa.com/
https://bienair.com/
https://bienair.com/
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FEATURED PRODUCT

FEATURED PRODUCT

Evolve series air-driven handpieces 
AG Neovo Dental has achieved a signifi cant development in dental 

handpiece design with the Evolve series with Enduro® Chuck. Designed 

to meet a higher level of durability and reliability to dental handpieces, 

the Enduro® Chuck is specially built with a hybrid of stainless steel and 

tungsten carbide — the hardest composite material on earth. With the 

Enduro® Chuck as the core, the turbine reportedly has industry-leading 

durability and uncompromising concentricity, contributing to state-of-

the-art smoothness and best noise reduction.   

AG Neovo

408-321-8210  |  us.agneovo.com

CIRCLE RS #22

Master 3 and Master Torque 3
The Master 3 line was reportedly upgraded to provide 20 percent more torque 

in a more durable and modern design. With an updated surface pattern for 

enhanced grip and a stainless-steel head to prevent dents, the Master 3 is said 

to maintain its most recognizable feature — a clean head canister cartridge for 

quick chairside repairs.  Additionally, a non-optic swivel model was developed. 

In keeping with the look and feel of the Master 3 line, the Master Torque 3 

Premium E-Type Lowspeed line has a matching updated surface grip pattern. 

In addition, the line was upgraded with no lube motors and a 4:1 attachment 

for disposable prophy angles. The Master 3 and Master Torque 3 motors come 

with a 1-year warranty.   

Henry Schein

800-DSCHEIN  |  henryschein.com

CIRCLE RS #24

FEATURED PRODUCT

FEATURED PRODUCT

Midwest Phoenix™ series
Midwest Phoenix™ series handpieces reportedly offer superior cutting perfor-

mance with diamond-like, carbon-coated ceramic bearings in multi-port heads 

that provide improved power, reduced friction and noise, unique Dynamic Free 

Speed Control that maintains bearing life, and a special diamond grip for improved 

tactile feel. Only Midwest reportedly offers patented Dynamic Speed Control that 

limits free speed but does not limit power. Tuned air fl ow in the head manages 

rotor speed to help protect bearings and limit noise generation, even at higher psi. 

Choose from Midwest Phoenix™ Pro, for use with an ATC Control System for maxi-

mum power; Midwest Phoenix™ ZR, equipped with a larger, powerful head that is 

ideal for cutting solid zirconia; and Midwest Phoenix™, equipped with a small head 

and ideal for everyday use.

Dentsply Sirona

844-848-0137  |  dentsplysirona.com

CIRCLE RS #21

E-Statis Advantage Electric motor system with SANAO 
electric handpieces
The E-Statis Advantage touchscreen is reportedly fast and easy to use with 

the added benefi ts of customization of many settings. Clinicians can optimize 

performance by instantly using the presets to work with the correct RPM for any 

type of bur or polishing system for the most effective implementation. The ability 

to reverse the direction of the bur is designed to contribute to faster polishing in 

hard-to-reach areas. Whether a dentist is using the electric handpiece to quickly 

cut tooth structure, remove old restorations or refi ne margins, there are customiz-

able settings to optimize performance. The small, ergonomic shape of the SANAO 

handpieces and the customizable E-Statis SLM motor with its torque/speed pre-

sets are said to allow for optimal speed, visibility, control and ergonomic comfort 

for the dentist in any restorative situation. All of these attributes are designed to 

allow a dentist to be more effi cient, productive and comfortable.   

SciCan

800-572-1211  |  scicanusa.com

CIRCLE RS #23

http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
http://us.agneovo.com/
https://corporate.dentsplysirona.com/en.html
http://scicanusa.com/
https://www.henryschein.com/us-en/zahn/Default.aspx?did=zahn


 OF DENTISTS ARE HAPPY WITH OUR 

EXCEPTIONAL ESTHETICS AND HANDLING.

©2017 Tokuyama Dental America Inc.   |   12131703

* Limit 1 sample, per doctor. NEW users only. 

** Limit 4 free. Syringe or Pre-Loaded Tip. Of equal or lesser value. Cannot be combined with any other promotion.

Call 1-877-378-3548 or tokuyama-us.com/sample

or

Use Promo Code: 9YRSDPR

GET 1 FREE**

Buy 4 

9 TIME WINNER
2018 Top Universal Composite

Experience the Top Universal Composite, request a FREE Sample today!*

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 29

https://www.tokuyama-us.com/
https://www.tokuyama-us.com/sample/
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FEATURED PRODUCT

FEATURED PRODUCT

Prometheus™ Couplers
Patented Prometheus™ Couplers are a line of quick disconnect couplers with 

self-contained LED fi ber optics that fi t all your favorite fi ber optic handpiece 

brands. The couplers are engineered to create bright white LED light with no 

additional power source or fi ber optic system needed. They use patented 

air drive technology to energize the LED. Simply connect the Prometheus 

Coupler to your favorite fi ber optic KaVo, StarDental, NSK Dental or Midwest 

handpiece for bright fi ber optics instantly. Connect to any dental tubing and the 

Prometheus Coupler will provide brilliant light to your preferred fi ber optic hand-

piece. The Prometheus Couplers also reportedly have complete compatibility 

with other manufacturers’ couplers.    

Johnson-Promident

845-589-0210  |  johnsonpromident.com

CIRCLE RS #26

TornadoS

Thanks to its compact head, the TornadoS reportedly offers improved 

visibility in the working area and optimal patient comfort. Despite its 

small size, the TornadoS is said to offer exceptional power output. 

Like the Tornado turbine, the TornadoS is equipped with Bien-Air 

SteadyTorque™ technology. With its 24-watt 

power output, the TornadoS is reportedly the 

most powerful turbine with a compact head. The 

effi cient new Bien-Air turbine is engineered to 

reduce the length of operations, improving the 

productivity of dental clinics around the world. 

This exclusive technology is complemented 

with ceramic ball bearings reportedly capable of 

handling the highest speeds and heaviest loads, 

guaranteeing superior durability and resilience.  

Bien-Air

800-433-BIEN   |  bienair.com

CIRCLE RS #28

FEATURED PRODUCT

FEATURED PRODUCT

Maxima ELITE Series
The Maxima ELITE Series is said to offer powerful, quiet and high-performance 

high-speed handpieces that incorporate all the features you would expect in an 

elite handpiece. Both standard and mini head models have 4-port cooling sprays 

and operate at under 60 dB while providing 23 W and 19 W of cutting power, 

respectively, because of the patented power boost system that is incorporated into 

the handpiece and turbine design. In addition, the Maxima ELITE’s ActiveStop 

technology puts the breaks on turbines to reduce the suckback effect associated 

with stop time, which pulls airborne droplets and particles into the head and bear-

ings. All of these features, plus a new ceramic bear-

ing technology that resists the rigors of autoclaving, 

are incorporated into an all stainless-steel body and 

forged stainless-steel head that are titanium coated 

to increase durability and control while resisting 

corrosion. Maxima ELITE handpieces come with a 

2-year warranty.

Henry Schein

800-DSCHEIN  |  henryschein.com

CIRCLE RS #25

T75SAR-3G handpiece
The New T75 third-generation Illuminator series LED quick connect 

handpiece features self-illumination generated in the handpiece 

connector. The light generator is kept out of the harmful conditions 

of the high heat and steam of an autoclave. This reportedly results in 

years of reliability. Additional features are said to include a fl orentine 

gripping area for a positive nonslip grip and a high-quality ceramic 

bearing turbine that runs at a very concentric 400,00 rpm and at a 

low noise level. Available in T75SAR-3G standard head, T75TAR-3G 

torque head and T75AR-SUR-3G 45 degree surgical.    

TEK USA

954-941-6970  |  tekusaproducts.com

CIRCLE RS #27

http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
https://bienair.com/
http://johnsonpromident.com/
https://www.henryschein.com/us-en/zahn/Default.aspx?did=zahn
http://tekusaproducts.com/


OUR BULK FILL IS FAST.

*Limit 1 mini kit per doctor. New user only. While supplies last. Offer valid until 3/31/18. Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery. 
Valid in US and CANADA only. @2017 Tokuyama Dental America Inc.  | 12061701

FREE
*

MINI KIT

Get your at EsteliteBulkFill.com

Promo Code: D P R J a n

No capping layer needed – highly esthetic and strong all on its own. 

A no-compromise approach to even faster bulk fill restorations.

NEW

Introducing     

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 30

https://estelitebulkfill.com/
https://www.tokuyama-us.com/
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MANY FACTORS CONTRIBUTE TO THE 

accuracy of impressions, and impres-

sion materials can often make or 

break a restoration. In order to take 

perfect impressions and create great 

fi tting restorations, Dr. Michael A. 

Miyasaki, owner of Miyasaki Dental 

in Sacramento, California, prefers to 

use Thermo Clone® VPS impression 

material from Ultradent Products. By 

using the material, Miyasaki is able to 

deliver excellent impressions at a lower 

cost without compromising on quality. 

When did you start to use 
Thermo Clone and why?
We started using it this year. A 

good impression — in material 

Thermo Clone® VPS 
impression material
Thermo Clone® VPS impression mate-

rial is intended to produce precise and 

consistent impressions. Thermo Clone’s 

thermal-accelerated set begins once 

inside the warm environment of the 

mouth. As a hydrophilic material, it is 

conducive to the wet environs where 

you use it, while its thixotropic property 

allows it to get into the sulcus and spaces 

between the teeth to capture the mar-

gins and other details. 

Ultradent Products, Inc.

888-230-1420  |  ultradent.com 

CIRCLE RS #31

or digitally captured — is key to 

everything we do with indirect res-

torations. If you don’t have a good 

impression, nothing else matters, 

so we are always trying new things 

and Thermo Clone came across 

my radar. I tried it and liked it. We 

haven’t had any problems using it, 

and it has performed well.

What do you like best about 
Thermo Clone VPS? How does it 
compare to other materials?
Because it is hydrophilic, we can 

make great impressions the fi rst 

time. We have used it with large full-

arch cases and in fi elds where there 

was some bleeding and fl uids. We 

still got a good impression and great-

fi tting restorations.

It also smells good, which translates 

into a better taste for the patients. The 

patients like it because of that. It comes 

in a variety of set times and viscosities 

to match the preference of the clinician, 

and I fi nd the colors are easy to read. 

“       ...We can make great 
impressions the fi rst time.”
Why one clinician prefers to use Thermo Clone®  from 
Ultradent to create perfect impressions. [ compiled by Terri Lively ]

“      We don’t want to 
compromise on an 
impression material 
... I haven’t experi-
enced anything but 
good-fi tting restora-
tions using Thermo 

Clone. The patient 

response has been 

excellent as well.”

http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
https://www.ultradent.com/InternationalLandingPage.aspx
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Two properties — tear strength 

and elastic recovery — work very 

well with Thermo Clone. Around 

the thin areas or the sulcus where 

we are trying to capture detail, some 

impression material — if it’s not 

strong enough — will tear when we 

remove it from the mouth. So, even 

though we had the details we needed 

in the impression material while it 

was still in the mouth, we lost that 

detail when we removed it. Thermo 

Clone, I have found, has great tear 

strength. And the elastic recovery is 

just great. When you pull it out of the 

mouth, Thermo Clone can pull over 

the contours of the teeth and go back 

to its original shape. 

Thermo Clone features thermal-

accelerated setting, which means 

outside the mouth it isn’t setting fast. 

But once you put it in the mouth and 

it is in that warm environment, the 

heat of the mouth accelerates the set. 

It’s also thixotropic, meaning it fl ows 

well under pressure, but then once 

you stop pushing it, it holds its shape. 

We can load our tray and place it 

in the mouth and the material will 

fl ow. In the oral cavity, the warmth 

activates the thermal acceleration 

feature helping it set quickly, and 

the properties of Thermo Clone 

mentioned above help us get accurate 

impressions. 

What have been the results and/
or patient responses?
We don’t want to compromise on 

an impression material because 

that could affect the fi nal fi t of the 

restoration. I haven’t experienced 

anything but good-fi tting restora-

tions using Thermo Clone. The 

patient response has been excellent 

as well. As I said earlier, patients 

like it because it doesn’t have that 

bad taste. Patients just hate having 

to redo the “goopy stuff.” When 

we are able to make the impression 

the fi rst time with Thermo Clone 

we have a happier patient, and I’m 

happier, too. 

What benefi ts to your practice 
have you seen since using 
Thermo Clone?
Time savings when you get the 

impression the fi rst time. An accu-

rate impression also saves us time 

during the delivery of the dental 

work. If it’s accurate, then we have 

fewer remakes, saving us time. 

That’s fantastic because it drives the 

practice crazy when we have to send 

something back because it doesn’t 

fi t, which is wasted time.

Also, cost-wise, we are always 

looking for things that are a good 

value. Today, with the constraints 

of insurance reimbursement, it is 

diffi cult to raise our fees even as the 

cost of doing business rises. Thermo 

Clone, compared with some of the 

other materials out there, is about 

30 percent less, which is nice. Using 

Thermo Clone I can keep my sup-

ply costs down and increase my 

effi ciency, which is good for my 

practice and our patients. Control-

ling the cost without compromising 

quality with Thermo Clone — that’s 

a big win.

Why would you recommend this 
product to your colleagues?
Because of everything I mentioned: 

the cost, the ease of use and the accu-

racy that we have observed using it. 

We need to provide good impressions 

to the lab. The Clinician’s Report in 

March 2015 said dental laboratories 

reported that up to 90 percent of 

impressions don’t have ideal char-

acteristics. The bottom line is it is 

important for us to use good impres-

sion material like Thermo Clone so 

we don’t compromise what is right 

for our patients. 

“     ...up to 90 per-
cent of impressions 
don’t have ideal 
characteristics. The 
bottom line is it is as 
important for us to 
use good impres-
sion materials like 
Thermo Clone so 
we don’t compro-
mise what is right for 
our patients.”

All products proudly made in the USA
following strict federal guidelines

ADI’s “True” PreMounted 
Implant Delivery Package

The Implant 
Color Coded Driver   

Fixation Screw
Cover Screw

0.050” Hex Tool

The Highest Quality 
Internally Hexed Implant System  

in  the Industry 

30 Years
of 

Dental Implant Technology

$8650

®

1-800-511-0661
www.americandentalimplant.com
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http://www.americandentalimplant.com
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I
n 1947, Pulpdent introduced the 

fi rst premixed calcium hydroxide 

paste, indicated for vital pulp 

therapy and later for root canal 

therapy. In the years since, Pulpdent’s 

formulation has continued to evolve. 

Its latest version is TempCanal 

Enhanced. 

Released in 2016, their easiest-to-

handle material is used both as an 

intracanal dressing for routine use 

between offi ce visits and for compli-

cated cases where extended calcium 

hydroxide therapy is indicated.

“Researchers have studied and 

reported on the use of calcium 

hydroxide for dental applications 

for 100 years. There is a tremendous 

amount of published literature, and 

we know that calcium hydroxide 

has properties that make it effec-

tive for both pulp protection and 

for treatment of endodontically 

involved teeth,” says Fred Berk, 

president of Pulpdent. “Calcium is 

one of the natural building blocks 

of teeth. Calcium hydroxide has a 

high pH, which can elicit a response 

in vivo, neutralize acidic conditions, 

discourage problems that can arise 

after root canal treatment, create an 

environment that can help stabilize 

endodontically treated teeth, and 

promote favorable health and better 

long-term outcomes.” 

The literature discusses the use of 

calcium hydroxide to treat periapi-

cal lesions, abscesses, internal and 

external root resorption, root frac-

tures and perforations, pus, hemor-

rhage, exudation, weeping canals, 

along with the ability to stimulate 

apexifi cation and other routine uses 

as an intracanal dressing.

TempCanal™ Enhanced
TempCanal™ Enhanced is a calcium 

hydroxide canal treatment paste for 

routine use between visits to prevent 

fl are-ups and for extended treatment 

of complicated cases. The paste fl ows 

through 27-gauge irrigation needles with 

side vents for controlled placement and 

uniform coating of canal walls.

Pulpdent

800-343-4342  |  pulpdent.com

CIRCLE RS #33

“TempCanal Enhanced is a 

product that is indicated for use in 

root canal therapy,” Berk explains. 

“After removing the pulp, cleansing 

and shaping the canal, TempCanal 

Enhanced is placed in the canal as a 

short-term or intermediate dressing, 

depending on whether or not the 

tooth is symptomatic and what the 

radiographic evidence indicates.”

The latest reformulation of Temp-

Canal Enhanced makes it easier to 

handle and provides a longer shelf 

life. 

“We have made improvements 

with the TempCanal Enhanced 

formulation,” Berk says. “First, 

the product does not dry out. This 

extends the shelf life of the material 

while in the syringe and provides 

the dentist with more working time. 

The clinician does not have to worry 

about the paste crusting over and 

clogging the dispenser needle during 

the procedure. It is a non-setting 

paste easily removed with fi le and 

irrigation.”

Ease of placement is another 

improvement. 

“TempCanal Enhanced fl ows 

through a 27-gauge by one-inch, 

side-vented, endodontic irrigation 

needle,” Berk says. “The needle 

has a closed end to prevent paste 

from being placed beyond the apex. 

That is a tremendous advantage for 

the dentist because root canals are 

small, may be tortuous and can be 

diffi cult to navigate. Just insert the 

27-gauge irrigation needle directly 

into the canal, and with a standard 

one-handed operation, dispense the 

material exactly where you want it. 

Because it is coming out of the side 

vent, the dentist can actually see it 

being placed. It is the most conve-

nient system ever developed.”

Pulpdent has a long history with 

calcium hydroxide paste, and they 

used that experience to improve this 

product. 

“We have been making calcium 

hydroxide paste since 1947,” Berk 

says. “We had the original patent for 

the fi rst premixed calcium hydrox-

ide, aqueous methylcellulose paste 

for root canal therapy and vital pulp 

therapy. This is the best of all the 

calcium hydroxide pastes we’ve ever 

made.”  

Pulpdent President Fred Berk explains the changes that have 
been made to this calcium hydroxide paste.  [ by Robert Elsenpeter ]

Exploring improvements 
made to TempCanal™ 
Enhanced 

http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
https://www.pulpdent.com/
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WHETHER PRACTITIONERS RECORD 

a fi xed prosthodontic impression 

using conventional means or via 

digital capture, appropriate tissue 

management is vital. 

In some cases, precise prepara-

tion of the tooth without iatrogenic 

damage to surrounding tissue is 

suffi cient, while in other cases both 

hemostasis and gingival retraction 

are needed. Ideally, marginal gingiva 

should be healthy at the time of 

crown and bridge procedures.1,2 

When factors such as esthetics, exist-

ing restorations or fracture dictate 

that fi nish lines of the prepared tooth 

are placed equi-gingival or subgin-

gival, some form of tissue manage-

ment is necessary. According to a 

2015 Clinicians Report survey, 64 

percent of dentists utilized gingival 

retraction cord and 48 percent used 

retraction pastes.3 

There are several means of tis-

sue retraction commonly used by 

dentists to create suffi cient depth 

and width of material for crown and 

bridge impressions: mechanical, 

chemical and surgical. 3-5 Often, a 

combination of techniques is used. 

The most common form of 

mechanical tissue displacement 

to record a conventional fi xed 

prosthodontic impression involves 

the use of a gingival retraction cord. 

Several studies have examined the 

use of gingival retraction tech-

niques by dentists, and mechanical 

or mechanico-chemical were most 

commonly utilized.4-7 Mechanical 

retraction using gingival retraction 

cord is simply the use of a string, 

usually made of cotton, silk or yarn 

wool. Products can be fabricated 

into confi gurations of knitted, 

braided or twisted cord of varying 

diameters, giving the practitioner 

many choices for easier placement, 

manipulation, absorbency and 

tissue retraction (e.g., Knit-Pak™ 

[Premier], GingiBRAID+™ [Kerr] 

and Z-Twist® [Gingi-Pak]).8

The use of chemical agents 

such as epinephrine, aluminum 

chloride and ferric sulfate —  used 

alone or in combination with cords  

—  is typical in clinical practice 

for fi xed prosthodontics impres-

sions. The agents can be supplied 

in the form of gingival retraction 

fl uids, gels and pastes, or as a part 

of local anesthetic solution (e.g., 

epinephrine).9-10 Cords may be 

pre-impregnated (i.e., the chemical 

agent is incorporated by the manu-

facturer) or the chemical agent may 

be applied to cord by the clinician 

prior to placement. If chemical 

retraction is applied to the cord at 

chairside, it should be allowed to 

soak for approximately 20 minutes 

to achieve proper saturation.11 

Authors have described the most 

desirable chemical agents to be used 

in gingival retraction procedures as 

meeting three criteria: the drug must 

be effective, it should not cause signif-

icant and irreversible tissue damage, 

and it should not produce potentially 

harmful systemic effects.12,13 With 

respect to the pharmacological effects 

of the active substance, the hemo-

static agent aluminum chloride is 

most desirable because it has minimal 

systemic effects due to poor cell per-

meability, is effective for constricting 

blood vessels and drying tissue, will 

not discolor tooth structure and is 

the least irritating of the hemostatic 

agents.15-18 Although it can interact 

with the setting reaction of polyvinyl 

siloxane impression materials, this 

inhibitory effect is neutralized after 

thoroughly rinsing the area with 

water.18

To overcome the challenges of 

traditional mechanical retraction 

— the need for anesthesia, risk of 

damage to gingival and epithelial 

attachment, possible gingival reces-

sion, gingival infl ammation and 

post-operative discomfort — a new 

class of cordless gingival retraction 

materials (gingival retraction pastes) 

has been introduced. 

PERFORM TISSUE 
MANAGEMENT FOR 
ACCURATE CROWN AND 
BRIDGE IMPRESSIONS
How retraction pastes can be used to 
great effect in restorations.   

[ by Jason H. Goodchild, DMD ]

Information provided by Premier Dental Products.

 HOW TO
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Generally  —  when clay-based 

to absorb moisture and coupled 

with an astringent  —  retraction 

pastes are designed to be placed 

into and around the gingival sulcus 

and within several minutes produce 

hemostasis and drying. When used 

with a compression cap (a cylindri-

cal, dense cotton pellet) and direct 

pressure, retraction paste can also 

provide excellent tissue retraction. 

Traxodent® (Premier) is a Hemo-

dent® Paste Retraction System that 

features a functionalized proprietary 

clay. Compared to other kaolin-

based clay systems, Traxodent’s clay 

delivers improved ion exchange of 

the astringent and, due to its surface 

area, provides “swelling” capacity 

for fl uid control and drying. 

Traxodent contains 15 percent 

aluminum chloride and comes in 

either pre-packaged syringes utiliz-

ing bendable metal tips or unit 

doses with a slender plastic tip that 

fi t into an autoclavable dispenser. 

Information from the manufacturer 

indicates that “Traxodent can be 

used in virtually any clinical situa-

tion in which control of bleeding is 

required.”19 There is essentially no 

learning curve to using Traxodent; 

the material is simply dispensed into 

the area around the prepared tooth 

(with or without retraction cord) fol-

lowed by having the patient bite on 

a Retraction Cap (Premier).20 After 

two minutes, the paste is removed 

by thoroughly rinsing the area with 

water. After gentle drying, the tissue 

should appear free of moisture and 

blood and ideally prepared for the 

fi nal impression.

1. Pre-operative view of tooth No. 12. 

Note the large MODB amalgam build-up. 

2. Solo Diamond® Single Patient-Use 

diamonds were used; shapes included: 

fl ame, football and tapered fl at-end.

3. Preparing tooth No. 12. First the 

contact is broken using a fl ame diamond, 

followed by occlusal and axial reduction. 

Lastly, a tapered fl at-end diamond is 

used to refi ne the shoulder fi nish line. 

4. Preparation of tooth No. 12 is 

completed and a size 000 retraction cord 

has been placed. Note that hemostasis 

and fl uid control is not yet adequate.

5. Traxodent Hemodent Paste Retraction 

System, unit dose with dispenser.

6. Traxodent retraction paste is syringed 

around the preparation for tooth No. 12.

7. Occlusal view of Traxodent retraction 

paste around tooth No. 12. 

8. Patient biting on a Retraction 

Cap for two minutes.

9. After two minutes, the Traxodent 

retraction paste is rinsed away with water. 

10. The T LOC Triple-Tray is tried into the 

patient’s mouth to verify proper seating.

11. Extra light viscosity PVS impression 

material is syringed around tooth No. 12.

12. The tray containing heavy-

body impression material is seated 

into the patient’s mouth.

13. After removal from the patient’s 

mouth, the impression of tooth 

No. 12 is inspected. Note the 

excellent detail capture facilitated 

by adequate tissue management.

AT A GLANCE

P 
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Case study
01STEP A 62-year-old male patient 

presented for a full-coverage restora-

tion on tooth No. 12. The tooth had a 

large existing MODB amalgam build-

up following successful root canal 

therapy. The treatment plan included a 

full-contour, monolithic zirconia res-

toration (Fig. 1).

02STEP Using Solo Diamond® (Pre-

mier) Single Patient-Use diamond 

burs, tooth No. 12 was prepared for a 

zirconia restoration. At least 1 mm of 

occlusal and axial reduction was pre-

pared, with a smooth 90-degree shoul-

der fi nish line ending equi-gingivally. 

Knit-Pak size 000 gingival retraction 

cord was placed atraumatically using a 

fl at ended instrument (Figs. 2-4).

03STEP Because of persistent oozing 

of blood and fl uid around tooth No. 

12, Traxodent retraction paste using a 

unit-dose capsule was used. After 

removing the individual capsule from 

the foil package and inserting it into 

the dispenser, the material was placed 

around the prepared tooth (Figs. 5-7).

04STEP After placing the Traxodent 

retraction paste, a Retraction Cap was 

positioned so the patient could bite 

down and provide direct pressure to 

the area (Fig. 8). After approximately 

two minutes, the Retraction Cap was 

removed and the area was thoroughly 

rinsed with water. Hemostasis was 

achieved and the margins of tooth No. 

12 were clearly visible (Fig. 9).

05STEP The selected impression tray, 

in this case a T-LOC™ Triple Tray® 

Adhesive-Free Dual Arch Impression 

Tray (Premier), was tried in to verify 

full seating without interferences (Fig. 

10). An extra-light body PVS impres-

sion material was syringed around the 

tooth while heavy-body PVS material 

was placed into the impression tray, 

and within the manufacturer’s intra-

oral working time the tray was seated 

(Aquasil® Ultra+ Smart Wetting® 

Impression Material, XLV and Heavy 

[Dentsply Sirona]) (Figs. 11-12).

06STEP After the mouth removal 

time had elapsed, the impression of 

tooth No. 12 was removed and 

inspected (Fig. 13). Complete capture 

of the preparation details was verifi ed, 

a provisional was fabricated using 

Luxatemp® Automix Plus (DMG 

America) and cemented using Nex-

Temp® Temporary Cement (Premier), 

and the patient was released. He was 

re-appointed in three weeks for defi ni-

tive cementation of the fi nal 

restoration. 

Conclusion
To adequately capture the details of 

crown and bridge impressions, the 

area needs to be free of blood and 

moisture. Typically, mechanico-chem-

ical retraction is utilized, and when 

coupled with materials and techniques 

to consistently create astringency, 

better outcomes can be achieved. 

Traxodent retraction paste, used alone 

or in combination with cord and/or 

compression caps, provides the prac-

titioner an armamentarium to achieve 

reliable tissue management. 

References available online at dental-

productsreport.com
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1. Defective composites on tooth 

No.14 and No. 15 with open 

margins and recurrent carries. 

2. IPS e.max lithium disilicate (Ivoclar 

Vivadent) is used to prepare the 

teeth, which are then scanned by the 

Planmeca Emerald intraoral scanner.

3. The margins are easily marked 

using PlanScan software (Planmeca). 

4. The restorations are designed taking 

into account all necessary criteria.

5. Restorations are milled and sprue 

removal is completed, followed 

by a try in of the restorations.

6. Following easy cleanup of the 

excess cement and a fi nal curing, 

the restorations are completed. 

AT A GLANCE

A 50-YEAR-OLD FEMALE WITH NO sig-

nifi cant medical history presents for 

same-day, all-ceramic, full coverage 

onlay restorations on tooth No. 14 

and No. 15. Existing restorations 

include No. 14OL and No. 15DO 

defective composites with open 

margins and recurrent caries (Fig. 

1). The patient reports infrequent 

cold sensitivity localized to No. 14 

and No. 15. 

Using the Planmeca Emerald 

intraoral scanner, a preoperative 

scan of the upper left quadrant and 

the opposing quadrant were taken 

as well as a scan of the buccal bite 

with the patient holding in centric 

occlusion. Twenty percent Benzo-

caine topical anesthesia was applied 

to the mucosa for two minutes, 

followed by the administration of 

buffered local anesthesia. 

Preparation for full coverage, 

all-ceramic onlays for teeth No. 14 

and No. 15 was performed using an 

electric handpiece at 35,000 rpm 

under copious water irrigation. A 

bur block designed for all-ceramic 

preparations was used to achieve an 

ideal preparation for lithium disili-

cate. IPS e.max (Ivoclar Vivadent) 

was selected for its ideal esthetics 

and strength (Fig. 2). 

The prepared teeth and buccal 

bite were then scanned using the 

Planmeca Emerald. A detailed 

examination of the preparation 

design, including margin place-

ment and occlusal clearance, was 

performed on the PlanScan system 

monitor. A shade was selected using 

the Ivoclar Vivadent e.max CAD 

shade guide. Once satisfi ed with 

the preparations, the margins were 

easily marked and the restorations 

were designed, taking into account 

necessary material thickness, 

contacts, embrasures and occlusion 

(Figs. 3 and 4). Sprue placement was 

verifi ed and the designs were sent to 

the mill.

After the restorations were 

milled, sprue removal was com-

pleted, followed by a try in of the 

restorations in the purple phase 

(Fig. 5). The margins, contacts, and 

a gentle occlusion were inspected 

and necessary adjustments were 

made. The restorations were then 

stained and glazed and placed into 

the ceramic furnace.

Once completely cooled, the 

intaglio surfaces of the restorations 

were prepared with 9.6% porcelain 

hydrofl uoric acid etch and rinsed 

with water. The restorations were 

COMPLETE SAME-DAY 
RESTORATIONS USING 
INTRAORAL SCANNING
One dentist showcases how the Planmeca Emerald can be 
used to create same-day, all-ceramic, full-coverage onlays.    

[ by Dr. Gary Kaye, DDS, FAGD ]

 HOW TO

“      The patient 
tolerated the pro-
cedure well and 

was thrilled with 

the fi nal result that 
was completed 
in one visit. The 
patient expressed 
an overall satisfac-
tion with the digital 
workfl ow...”

http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
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then tried in and the contacts, inter-

nal fi t, margins and occlusion were 

once again verifi ed. Any necessary 

adjustments were made and polished 

using the IPS e.max chairside adjust-

ment and polishing kit. 

Following try in, the restorations 

were cleaned with Ivoclean and 

rinsed followed by an application of 

Monobond Plus (Ivoclar Vivadent). 

The enamel on the preparations was 

etched with 37% phosphoric acid 

and rinsed. A dry fi eld was achieved 

and an application of adhesive was 

applied to the preparations and 

light cured. The restorations were 

cemented with Variolink Esthetic 

(Ivoclar Vivadent), which is a dual-

curing, resin-based cement, and 

tack cured for three seconds. Easy 

cleanup of the excess cement was 

performed around the margins and 

contacts followed by a fi nal curing 

(Fig. 6). 

The patient tolerated the proce-

dure well and was thrilled with the 

fi nal result that was completed in 

one visit. The patient expressed an 

overall satisfaction with the digital 

workfl ow and was placed on a six-

month recall schedule. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Dr. Kaye completed his graduate dental 

school training at the Columbia School 

of Oral Medicine in New York City. He 

is the founder of Kaye Dentistry PLLC, 

a reconstructive, cosmetic and implant 

dental practice, and founder and director 

of the New York Center for Digital Dentistry. 

Dr. Kaye consults with other dentists 

and dental manufacturers, lectures on 

topics such as ceramics, occlusion and 

digital dentistry, and performs live patient 

demonstrations to dentist audiences. He 

is a graduate of the Dawson Center for 

Advanced Dental Training, the Sirona 

Speaker’s Academy, and is on the 

guest faculty for Planmeca University in 

Richardson, Texas.
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“     Once satisfi ed 
with the prepara-
tions, the margins 
were easily marked 
and the restorations 
were designed, 
taking into account 
necessary thick-
ness, contacts, 
embrasures and 
occlusion.”
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B
rasseler USA, an instrumen-

tation manufacturer, has 

expanded its ImplantPro fam-

ily of products with new ImplantPro 

titanium scalers and curettes. The 

new instruments are designed to 

be reliable alternatives to plastic 

instruments.

Brenda Sharp McCarson, RDH, 

BS, Brasseler USA’s national man-

ager of hygiene, notes that the scalers 

and curettes are critical to the main-

tenance and care of implants.

“Implant maintenance is a crucial 

part of the dental hygiene treatment 

appointment and requires instrument 

selection that safely and effectively 

results in comprehensive deposit 

debridement on all natural teeth, 

implant abutments and prosthetic 

components,” McCarson says. 

“Instrument selection must ensure 

the implant abutment surface is not 

altered by scratching or gouging 

during treatment. Alteration of the 

smooth implant surface can create a 

rough surface that may be more sus-

ceptible to growth of bacterial depos-

its. Another consideration for the 

dental hygienist is to choose instru-

ments with a tip composition that will 

not leave a residue or shavings during 

implant maintenance scaling.”

The new design is also refl ective of 

dental hygienists’ desire for thinner, 

easier to use instruments.

“Brasseler designed the new 

ImplantPro titanium scalers and 

curettes to answer dental hygien-

ists’ requests for thinner implant 

maintenance instruments that 

provide better access with improved 

patient comfort during periodontal 

debridement of the perio-implant 

environment,” McCarson says. 

“They are strong enough to dislodge 

calculus and even residual cement, 

yet very adaptable and less rigid due 

to the low Rockwell C Hardness of 

25-31HRC.

“The ImplantPro Titanium 204S 

Scaler features thinner, shorter 

blades with less curvature then a 

traditional 204S,” she continues. 

“The four ImplantPro Titanium 

LTS (LTS stands for longer, thinner, 

shorter) Universal Curettes feature 

elongated terminal shanks with thin, 

short blades to reduce tissue disten-

sion and ease subgingival insertion. 

At fi rst look, dental hygienists will 

assume the ImplantPro curettes are 

popular LTS Gracey instruments; 

however, the ImplantPro curettes, 

though based upon LTS Gracey 

instruments, are universal curettes 

with two cutting edges per working 

end. Although there are fi ve different 

universal curette patterns available, 

most dental hygienists will favor 

two to three for their implant main-

tenance kits. Whether the clinician 

prefers Universal or Gracey curettes, 

Brasseler USA has a popular tip 

design available.”

Brasseler’s new instruments incor-

porate materials best suited for use 

with implants.

One hygienist’s take on the new instruments 
from Brasseler USA.  [ by Robert Elsenpeter ]

I Use That:
ImplantPro titanium 
scalers and curettes

ImplantPro titanium 
scalers and curettes
The ImplantPro titanium scalers and 

curettes are made from 6AI-4V titanium 

and never heat-treated. The thin, 

durable tips and ergonomic design of the 

instruments are designed to safely yet 

effectively remove calculus and biolfi m 

around implants, both supra- and 

sub-gingivally as well as interproximally, 

ensuring gentle debridement. 

Brasseler USA

800-841-4522  |  brasselerUSA.com

CIRCLE RS #37
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“The metallurgy of the Implant-

Pro titanium scalers and curettes is 

6Al-4V titanium, which is compa-

rable to most implant abutments,” 

McCarson says. “The titanium 

instrument tips are not heat-treated 

and therefore maintain a low Rock-

well C hardness of 25-31 HRC. 

ImplantPro scalers and curettes 

feature unique blade fi nishing with 

long-lasting, polished edges, which 

are less aggressive than traditional 

scalers and curettes to ensure the saf-

est instrumentation possible around 

implants. Because of this special 

fi nishing, hand sharpening is not 

recommended.

“Consequently, the use-life of the 

new ImplantPro scalers and curettes 

will be much longer than plastic 

and graphite implant maintenance 

instruments currently available. A 

longer use-life for implant mainte-

nance instruments frees up precious 

hygiene department dollars that 

can be redirected for other critical 

products.”

Ergonomics is an important 

consideration when designing instru-

ments, and Brasseler developed the 

scalers and curettes with that con-

cern in mind.

“All ImplantPro scalers and 

curettes feature Brasseler USA’s 

distinctive, lightweight PEEK 

(Polyether Ether Ketone) handles for 

outstanding ergonomics,” McCar-

son says. “The light, ideally balanced 

handles of each ImplantPro scaler 

and curette are specifi cally designed 

to minimize hand fatigue and pro-

vide the best performance possible.”

Overall, McCarson says that 

Brasseler’s new scalers and curettes 

solve many of the complaints 

dental hygienists have with their 

instruments.

“Dental hygienists frequently 

voice concerns related to current 

implant maintenance instrument 

composition and tip designs. Com-

mon concerns include:

• Implant instruments are too 

bulky for the peri-implant crevice.    

• I need implant maintenance 

instruments that function like my 

stainless steel scalers and curettes. 

• I spend too much time with 

implant maintenance procedures 

because of inadequate instrument 

design.

• I am concerned about damaging 

the implant abutment.

• I have been told that it is OK 

to use stainless steel if calculus is 

present, but I am concerned about 

galvanic shock. 

• Plastic or graphite instruments 

may leave residual deposits in the 

perio-implant crevice.

These common dental hygien-

ist concerns and instrumentation 

challenges are alleviated with the 

introduction of the new Brasseler 

USA ImplantPro product line. Key 

features and benefi ts address com-

mon concerns related to implant 

maintenance.”

“The new ImplantPro product 

line includes a 204S Scaler with 

thinner blades and less curvature 

than a standard 204S and four new 

LTS Universal Curette patterns 

with elongated terminal shanks 

and thinner blades,” she continues. 

“All designs are much thinner and 

more adaptable than the plastic 

and graphite instruments cur-

rently available. A low Rockwell C 

Hardness of 25-31 HRC ensures 

safe, effi cient scaling of implant 

abutments without damaging 

the smooth surface when used as 

recommended. For implant main-

tenance/recare visits, clinicians 

should use light instrument scaling 

strokes with no more than 30 grams 

of pressure. The medical grade tita-

nium tips are safe and compatible 

with the titanium implant abutment 

and should not gouge, contaminate 

or create galvanic shock.” 

Only one network 
gives you the 

complete picture 
of dentistry.

P 

moderndentalnetwork.com
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R
oland Sanchez, DDS, has been 

in practice in Belen, New Mex-

ico, for eight years. His clinical 

focus is on restorative and cosmetic 

dentistry and oral surgery, although 

he says his practice is unique because 

it resolves issues “from limited care 

all the way to full-mouth rehab.”

He takes pride in having a diverse 

group of patients in his private 

practice, which he says is the largest 

rural-serving practice in the county.

“We take all forms of insurance, 

from Medicaid to cash, which 

makes our practice very unique,” Dr. 

Sanchez says. “Most practices label 

themselves to a certain market and 

only use a limited amount of products 

to meet the specifi c market need.” 

Dr. Sanchez strives to separate his 

practice from the pack by trying out 

new products and recognizing that 

it’s not always about brand loyalty; 

it’s about fi nding the best products 

for his patients. 

 “We’ve always looked for the best 

products,” he says. “You can’t build 

quality without the right tools.”

After years of using many com-

posites, he found one of his favorites: 

G-aenial Sculpt® from GC America. 

“It has blown me and my patients 

away,” Dr. Sanchez says.

What Dr. Sanchez likes about 
G-aenial Sculpt
“G-aenial Sculpt is just an unbeliev-

able staple,” he says. “GC will keep 

working on a product and make 

necessary changes to its formulation 

until it’s right. G-aenial Sculpt is one 

of those tried-and-true products.”

While Dr. Sanchez says he has 

been using GC products for a long 

time, he had previously relied on 

3M™ Filtek™ products to fi nish 

anterior cases. That is, until G-aenial 

Sculpt came out.

“There are a ton of cases where 

patients want veneers or high-end 

cosmetics, but they can’t afford it at 

the moment,” he says. “If they need 

a one-tooth touch-up or chairside 

veneering, G-aenial Sculpt is unbe-

lievable. The translucency and the 

camoufl aging effect is like nothing 

out there. I can’t tell you how many 

times we’ve had someone come in 

with a chipped crown or broken 

composite veneers. I’ve used so many 

other composites that leave a visible 

color difference, even after polish-

ing. None of them will blend or cam-

oufl age like G-aenial Sculpt. 

“On top of that, the G-Premio 

BOND™ provides great results,” Dr. 

Sanchez continues. “This universal 

bonding agent contains no HEMA, 

added MDP for zirconia bonding 

capability and a low fi lm thickness 

(3μm), which allows for a thin layer 

with high strength. Plus, you can get 

fantastic bond strengths with any 

protocol: self etch, selective etch or 

total etch.”

Dr. Sanchez says G-aenial Sculpt’s 

excellent translucency and cam-

oufl aging effect help cut time from 

polishing and cutting angles.

“Patients are ecstatic when we do 

touch-ups or fi llings with this prod-

uct because they look so natural,” he 

says. “The products are esthetically 

and functionally pleasing, and they 

hold up very well. Patient satisfaction 

is very important to us.”

Dr. Sanchez encourages other den-

tists to keep an open mind and try 

out new products in the market. 

 “I think it’s tough because doc-

tors get stuck in comfort zones, but 

stagnancy never produces much 

advancement,” he says. “After trying 

other GC composites, none of them 

compared to G-aenial Sculpt. I’m 

happy to say that I’ve been using it 

for over a year now, so it is worth the 

time to try. Of the composites I’ve 

used, this is the best so far.

“I’m not branded to any one 

company; I just use the best of every 

company,” Dr. Sanchez adds. “If I’m 

going to stay ahead of the game, I 

have to make sure that I have the best 

products for my patients.” 

One dentist explains why he switched to using this universal 
nano-hybrid composite.  [ compiled by Lauren Krzyzostaniak  ]

I Use That: GC America’s 
G-aenial Sculpt®

G-aenial Sculpt® 

G-aenial Sculpt® is a compactable, 

universal nano-hybrid composite that is 

easy to shape, sculpt and polish yet stays 

in place. It features a self-polishing effect 

that enables the restoration to increase 

polish in the mouth over time, with 

excellent “chameleon” shade match to 

enamel. 

GC America

800-323-7063  |  gcamerica.com 
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A
s I have discussed in previous 

articles, dental professionals 

are prone to unique muscle 

imbalances and require corrective 

exercise to prevent pain and injury 

and ensure a long career. Certain 

exercises that aren’t a problem for 

the general public can throw dentists 

into the ‘vicious pain cycle.’ 

The research on exercise is con-

stantly evolving. Let’s take a look at 

some interesting exercise facts that 

dentists may want to consider when 

selecting an exercise program.

A Swiss exercise ball is an 
effective exercise aid that 
decreases pain 
Studies show that exercises per-

formed on the Swiss ball elicit more 

muscle activity than when per-

formed on a stable surface (Duncan 

2009). Also, the exercise ball has 

been shown to be a very effective 

tool in rehabilitating low back pain 

(Marshall 2006). What’s more, 

the exercise ball is an inexpensive 

and easy way to perform effective 

workouts in the comfort of your 

own home.

Stretching improves strength
Believe it or not, it’s true — static 

stretching leads to better strength 

and endurance, which improves 

specifi c exercise performance, per 

a Louisiana State University study. 

Of course, stretching won’t take 

the place of resistance training or 

aerobics, but it does show benefi ts 

on a much smaller scale (Kok-

konen, Nelson 2007). Having said 

that, whether performed before, 

during or after vigorous exercise, 

stretching does not appear to reduce 

post exercise soreness (Herbert, 

Noronha, et al. 2011).

Crossfi t and injuries
Surprisingly, the rate of injuries in 

Crossfi t is comparable to Olympic 

weightlifting, distance running, 

track and fi eld, rugby or gymnastics 

(Meyer 2017; Montalvo 2017). In 

other words, this is not an appropri-

ate exercise regimen for beginners! 

For dentists who are prone to 

imbalances, several exercises must 

be removed for safety, including the 

deadlift, which is a ballistic move 

and requires a great deal of core 

stability and correct technique to be 

performed safely.

Pilates and low-back pain 
A study of patients with chronic 

low-back pain found that the Pilates 

program did not improve function-

ality or pain levels any better than 

traditional lumbar stabilization 

exercises (Pereira, Obara 2011). 

In fact, many Pilates moves can 

actually worsen existing muscle 

imbalances in dental professionals, 

including lifting the head off the 

fl oor for long periods of time and 

reaching overhead to push/pull.

Exercise can prevent back and 
neck pain
In a study evaluating different pre-

ventive interventions for back and 

neck pain, (including ergonomics, 

lumbar supports, exercise and edu-

cation), only specifi c exercises pro-

vided enough evidence to conclude 

that they are an effective preventive 

intervention (Linton, vanTulder 

2001). Stabilizing exercises focused 

on improved muscular endurance is 

particularly protective against low 

back pain (McGill 2002). 

Tight hamstrings can fl atten 
your back
In seated occupations such as dentistry, 

where you sit with the knees in a fl exed 

position, tight hamstrings can actu-

ally fl atten or reverse your low-back 

curvature. What can you do? Stretch 

your hamstrings — both chairside and 

at home (Stokes, Abery 1980).

• Extend one leg until knee is 

straight.

• Keep back straight and lift chest 

up.

• Pivot forward from the hips 

until you feel a stretch at the back of 

your thigh.

• Hold for 30-40 seconds.

Sit-ups may be damaging
Full sit-ups were a cornerstone of 

fi tness regimens for decades in the 

1960s-1980s. Luckily, the health-

care system ‘woke up’ and realized 

this prescription may be damaging 

the backs of many people — not 

improving their health. You are 

actually strengthening the hip fl exor 

muscles during the last half of this 

exercise. 

A healthier alternative is a partial 

crunch, where only the shoulder 

blades (or one shoulder blade) are 

lifted off the fl oor and briefl y held. 

This produces plenty of resistance 

for the abdominal muscles without 

creating strain on the low back 

(McGill 2002).

Elastic band or dumbbells?
I’m often asked by male dentists 

if dumbbells give them a better 

workout than elastic bands. The 

answer is a resounding no. In fact, 

the muscle activation obtained by 

both are comparable (Andersen, 

Andersen 2010). So, feel free to mix 

it up for variety if you’d like. You 

should, however, progress from 

lighter resistance bands (yellow) to 

higher resistance bands (red) when 

the exercise feels too easy.  ●

8 THINGS DENTAL 
PROFESSIONALS NEED TO 
KNOW ABOUT EXERCISE
The exercises that work for the average person can 
be damaging to a dental professional’s health —
but do you know which ones are dangerous? 

[ by Dr. Bethany Valachi, PT, DPT, MS, CEAS ]

CLINICAL: ERGONOMICS

“     In seated occu-
pations such as 
dentistry, where you 
sit with the knees in 
a fl exed position, 
tight hamstrings 
can actually fl atten 
or reverse your low-
back curvature. 
What can you do? 
Stretch your ham-
strings ...”

http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
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For more ways to balance your mus-

culoskeletal health, check out Dr. 

Valachi's Home Exercise for Dental 

Professionals exercise program. 

Use code OTB2018 to receive a dis-

count. Learn more here: http://bit.

ly/HomeExerciseDentists.

References available online at 

dentalproductsreport.com.
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is author of the Home Exercise for Dental 

Professionals Exercise Program and 

clinical instructor of ergonomics at OHSU 

School of Dentistry in Portland, Oregon. A 

doctor of physical therapy who has helped 

thousands of dental professionals prevent 

pain and extend their careers, she is 

recognized internationally as an expert in 

dental ergonomics, and has provided over 

700 lectures worldwide. She has published 

more than 50 articles in peer-reviewed 

dental journals and offers additional dental 

ergonomic resources on her website at 

www.posturedontics.com. 

[ Figs. 1-4 ] Side lift exercise (Fig. 1). Lumbar stabilization exercise 

(Fig. 2). Seated hamstring stretch (Fig. 3). External rotation exer-

cise (Fig. 4). (All exercises from Dr. Valachi’s Home Exercise for 

Dental Professionals Program.)
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What you need to know, what you can ignore and how to keep from 
getting into trouble.  [ by Robert Elsenpeter ]

INSURANCE CODING

Continued from cover ...“It’s the fi rst 

time that we’re going to be able to do a 

blood draw in the offi ce and be able to 

bill for it using a dental code.”

Previously, blood sugar testing was 

covered when taking a simple blood 

sugar reading. Now, however, more 

comprehensive results are billable.

“In offi ce, if we did do a blood draw, 

we just took a blood sugar reading 

that moment and an HbA1c gives you 

a survey over time,” Sanders says. 

“Blood sugar is just going to tell you if 

your diabetic patient has a low blood 

sugar at that moment. Maybe they 

had just taken their insulin and hadn’t 

eaten breakfast, so it just gives you a 

reading of, ‘Are you a risk in our offi ce 

right now?’ This is the fi rst time we are 

doing an HbA1c, which allows us to 

fi nd a marker for patients that maybe 

are uncontrolled diabetics, but also for 

patients that have diabetes and may 

not know that they have it.”

This code makes it possible for the 

clinician to be more involved in the 

patient’s overall health.

“It’s not a diagnostic test; it’s a 

screening test,” DiGangi observes. 

“But with the epidemic of diabetes 

in our country, it gives dentistry an 

opportunity to help guide our patients 

and work more closely with their 

physicians, or even get someone to a 

physician who may not even know 

they have a problem with their blood 

sugar and possibly have diabetes.

“What’s important about that code 

is not so much that it’s a code that’s 

going to make us into physicians, but it’s 

going to connect the oral systemic,” she 

continues. “We keep talking about it, 

but this is a really defi nitive way to take 

action. It gives them tangible reasons to 

follow up with their physicians.”

Insurance professional and con-

sultant Teresa Duncan, MS, warns, 

however, that HbA1c testing should be 

performed conscientiously.

“I always caution that just because 

there’s a code doesn’t mean you should 

bill it,” she advises. “You should only 

bill it if it’s actually being done in your 

offi ce and if you’re prepared to handle 

the consequences of that. What I mean 

by that is that when you give someone 

a diagnosis or let them know their lev-

els are off, that’s a serious conversation 

you’re about to have with that patient. 

Diabetes is a life-changing diagnosis. 

THE NEW YEAR BRINGS CHANGES TO INSURANCE CODES, 

INCLUDING DELETIONS, ADDITIONS AND REVISIONS. WHILE 

THE CHANGES CAN TAKE SOME ADJUSTMENT, TACKLING 

THEM HEAD-ON CAN LEAD TO BENEFITS FOR YOUR PRACTICE 

AND YOUR PATIENTS. 

WHAT 2018MEANS FOR
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It’s not just a very low-effort test. We’ll 

need to pay attention to what and how 

we’re telling patients that their health 

status has changed.”

Teledentistry
For some patients, getting to the doc-

tor’s offi ce can be diffi cult — if not 

impossible — and one effort to reach 

those patients is through teledentistry. 

Hygienists could be in an affi liated 

practice or they may own their own 

practice, in states where that’s per-

mitted. It could also apply to dental 

therapists.

“There are already some services 

that provide teledentistry reimburse-

ments. Some states do,” Duncan says. 

“California has been providing this in 

certain state programs, but the fact is 

that we don’t have enough providers 

in certain areas. Teledentistry is a 

good way to offset that by having the 

ability to check in with a doctor that 

is not necessarily on-site. We can still 

help patients that can’t get to a doc-

tor’s offi ce. Maybe they’re not mobile 

or they live very far away. Maybe they 

just cannot afford to take time off of 

work. There are many different uses 

for teledentistry in these situations. I 

feel like we are following the trend set 

by medical plans. Medicine has had 

these types of codes for a long time.”

“It’s been key to getting hygienists 

out to rural areas and to be able to 

perform services,” Sanders observes. 

“But, legally, they still need a dentist’s 

eyeballs on the patient’s case. So, they 

do teledentistry, which allows them to 

take X-rays and intraoral photographs 

and send these images to a dentist. 

They’ve got a contract with that den-

tist who will open up those fi les, they’ll 

take a look and if they see anything 

suspicious, they will be available for 

a consult. The problem has been that 

there’s no code to allow for payment of 

the doctor who is reviewing the radio-

graphs or the intraoral photos.”

In the past, hygienists may have 

just paid a stipend to a dentist for their 

services.

“Now, there will be a recognized 

code by the CDT, and the hope is that 

now insurance companies will be able 

to reimburse that stipend so that doc-

tors are getting paid, kind of like an 

exam,” Sanders says.

Two new codes cover teledentistry: 

D9995 for synchronous communica-

tion and D9996 for asynchronous 

communication. The difference 

between synchronous and asynchro-

nous is whether the communication is 

performed in real-time or the informa-

tion is saved and forwarded to the 

dentist for later review.

“Synchronous means a direct 

connection like FaceTime,” DiGangi 

explains. “Asynchronous is like an 

email because you write it at one time 

and it is read and interpreted later.”

Those teledentistry communica-

tions extend beyond a patient visit 

and can include other members of the 

dental team, too.

“A lot of times people think of tele-

dentistry as being able to access more 

care in public health, and, yes, it is, but 

in addition, it’s a way for us to better 

connect between dental professionals,” 

DiGangi says. “We’ve long been saying, 

‘Here’s your little referral card,’ and we 

send people over to a periodontist and 

the periodontist sends a little card back. 

Well, we can actually do better patient 

sharing and better patient connections 

with the use of teledentistry.”

Evidence of teledentistry’s effective-

ness was key for the creation of the 

new codes.

“The code committee looks at 

these things and votes on these things 

based on a whole bunch of different 

reasons,” DiGangi says. “What the 

people that submitted for the teleden-

tistry code have done on this — what 

they can show — is that care in a tele-

dentistry setting is equal to what you 

can do in a brick-and-mortar offi ce. 

What teledentistry can do is be a way 

of expanding a practice without hav-

ing to build another treatment room. 

Because you can send a hygienist or 

an assistant out to a senior center, they 

can do a screening on the 50 seniors 

that live there, and if they fi nd there’s 

something going on or if the dentist 

sees and diagnoses, either synchro-

nously or asynchronously, that 10 of 

these 50 need some kind of dental care, 

those 10 dental patients now go to that 

dental offi ce. 

“So, yes, it is a bit of a forward-

thinking thing. I wouldn’t say the 

codes committee are the forward-

thinking people, but when they were 

presented with teledentistry codes a 

couple of years ago, they said no, and 

after they said no the fi rst time, the 

ADA House of Delegates looked into 

this and they actually created policy on 

the use of teledentistry. So, when the 

codes came back to the committee, the 

ADA — in a proactive way of looking 

at the future of dentistry — decided 

that these codes were appropriate.”

Teledentistry has the potential to 

create big changes in dentistry, espe-

cially if it is used in conjunction with 

other healthcare disciplines.

“Teledentistry is something that is 

relatively new, but it’s going to take 

dentistry, I think, into an entirely 

different realm with the opportuni-

ties that we can have to collaborate 

with other practitioners, collaborate 

with other medical providers,” 

DiGangi says. “For instance, let’s 

take the HBa1c plus teledentistry 

and now we really have a different 

kind of connection and way of think-

ing about what we can do as dental 

professionals.”

Interim caries arresting 
medicament application
A revised code expected to be impor-

tant affects D1354, interim caries 

arresting medicament application. The 

revision puts a fi ner point on the code 

that was fi rst introduced in 2017.

“Codes are not product-specifi c,” 

DiGangi explains. “At this point in 

time, one of the products that fi ts under 

that is Silver Diamine Fluoride. It’s a 

product that was approved in 2014 by 

the FDA. It’s a caries-arresting medica-

ment, which is different than other 

types of fl uoride. One of the things 

about that code that changed is that it 

was through the American Academy 

of Pediatric Dentistry. It was used a lot 

in the pediatric world, and they said it 

needs to be a per-tooth procedure. This 

is where codes can really make a differ-

ence in infl uencing how we practice.”

“This is the Silver Diamine Fluoride 

that they’re talking about,” Sanders 

adds. “It was a code that allowed us to 

put in cavity liners and glass ionomers, 

but this is being very specifi c to clarify 

the nature and scope on what kind of 

medicaments they’re using. And in this 

example, they don’t necessarily say 

Silver Diamine Fluoride. This proposal 

was brought to the code maintenance 

committee by the American Academy 

of Pediatric Dentistry with the inten-

tion of, essentially, allowing Silver 

Diamine Fluoride to have its own, 

unique, special code.”

And while codes are not product-

specifi c, the effi cacy of Silver Diamine 

Fluoride led to D1354’s fi ne-tuning.

“The Silver Diamine Fluoride really 

has boomed quite a bit, I would say 

just in the last year-and-a-half, just 

because the research is so defi nitive 

on how we can help arrest decay 

in patients that require additional 

management,” Sanders says. “It’s not 

fun to numb up a young child, to try 

and get their decay to stop. So, we can 

just put a little liquid right on their 

tooth and it just stops the decay. With 

that trend of Silver Diamine Fluoride, 

it’s kind of booming in the industry. 

There’s been a need for that.”

Getting ready for the new year
 While coders need to be aware of what 

is new in coding, there are also some 

best practices that improve the overall 

process of dental coding.

“Bill out for the procedures that 

your provider did,” Sanders advises. 

“     There are some 
really exciting 
changes coming 
up in 2018. Codes 
are updated once 
a year, and what 
the updates give us 
is an opportunity 
for new and innova-
tive ideas, products 
and procedures.”

http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
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“A lot of offi ces, internally, down code 

before they bill out. A great example 

is, let’s say a patient has an insurance 

benefi t where they are a perio main-

tenance patient, and let’s say their 

benefi ts allow for two perio mainte-

nances and two prophys in a calendar 

year. So, essentially, they’re going to 

get paid for two 4910s and two 1110s, 

and what the offi ce will do is alternate 

back-and-forth — they’ll bill a 4910 

and in three months a 1110, and then 

they’ll bill a 4910 and then a 1110. 

And that is really not the appropriate 

way to do it. What they should be 

doing is billing out the actual service 

that was performed. They should bill 

a 4910 and then in that narrative they 

can include something to the effect of, 

‘Please down code as necessary,’ and 

that permits the insurance company 

to be the ones to down code and say, 

‘Okay, you’ve already had two 4910s 

for the year, so I’m only going to pay 

you for these as a 1110.’ As a hygienist, 

that’s probably the most frustrating 

thing because what’s happening is we 

have license numbers, and it may look 

like we’re being negligent providers 

because we’re doing a prophylaxis on 

a periodontally involved patient. That 

is negligent — it’s unethical — and 

that’s not the procedure that was 

performed.”

Staying on top of software updates 

is always recommended, but especially 

at the start of the new year.

“At the end of the year, pay atten-

tion to any information your software 

sends out,” Duncan says. “You may 

even want to make a point of visiting 

their page and seeing if there have been 

any updates for the end of the year, and 

there almost always is. Software com-

panies will push a patch through with 

the new codes going into effect Jan. 1, 

2018. The last thing you do at the end 

of the year is run that update so you 

have the new codes for the new year.”

It seems like something that should 

go without saying, but there are prac-

tices that do not update their software 

as recommended.

“Computers should be updated, 

but offi ces still are not always updat-

ing their software, they’re not always 

updating their codes, so it’s really 

an interesting arena we’re working 

in because the majority of practices 

are cottage industries — they can do 

whatever they want within the walls 

of their practice, and that’s a challenge 

we have,” DiGangi says.

The end of the year is a good time 

to compile carrier reports, too.  While 

the reports can be generated any time, 

a year’s end compilation allows the 

practice to start the year with mean-

ingful numbers.

“We learn how much production 

was generated by each carrier so that 

we have a baseline as to how much 

revenue is generated from each insur-

ance company,” Duncan says. “This 

is more of a historical report. And, of 

course, you could generate it at any 

time, but make sure you have a record 

of that information because in the 

coming year you may have to make a 

decision on participation in those net-

works. Ideally, you would make such 

decisions based on information like 

revenue amounts and patient counts.”

Rather than simply reporting the 

procedure, DiGangi recommends 

coding patients’ diagnoses – espe-

cially as health records become more 

interdisciplinary.

“That’s not something that we’ve 

done routinely in dentistry because 

codes have been procedure codes,” 

DiGangi says. “Now we’re moving 

very quickly toward diagnosis codes. 

The benefi t form already has a space 

for diagnosis codes. Some more 

leading-edge offi ces are already using 

the diagnosis codes. Diagnosis codes 

are not something that we are used 

to at all in dentistry, but it is going to 

be required because we are moving 

toward interoperable electronic health 

records. What that means is that 

dentistry connects to medicine that 

connects to pharmacy. In order to do 

that, dentistry needs to be using diag-

nostic codes because the treatment of 

patients is not just about the treatment, 

it’s about, ‘What’s the diagnosis?’”

Attention to detail
There are a lot of specifi cs involved in 

dental coding, and paying attention 

to detail will help the practice, the 

patients and the overall coding system. 

First, pay attention to patients’ specifi c 

insurance plans.

“We still fall back in the habit 

of treating an insurance policy 

versus treating a patient,” DiGangi 

observes. “The problem is we often 

don’t even know what that insurance 

policy reads.”

She uses an example from her lec-

tures where she asks attendants what 

type of car insurance they have.

“One will tell me State Farm, 

another will tell me GEICO and the 

third will tell me someone else,” she 

says. “So that means, if we get in a car 

accident, that we have coverage over 

certain things, and they automatically 

say, ‘No, we don’t because we have 

different policies.’ Well, that’s just as 

true as in dental. What happens is we 

treat policies because we think, ‘Well, 

Delta doesn’t cover that.’ That could 

be very wrong. Our job is not to treat 

an insurance policy; our job is to treat 

the patient and code it accurately. If 

there is coverage under their insurance 

policy, wonderful.”

Utilizing the proper codes helps 

ensure that the system provides what 

it needs.

“We only use a limited number of 

codes, rather than using all of them that 

are available, based on what we think 

the insurance is going to pay,” DiGangi 

says. “An example would be oral 

hygiene instructions. Teaching some-

body how to take care of their mouth 

is pretty important, probably the most 

important prevention thing we can 

do, but that’s probably one of the least 

used codes: D1330. And how we code 

affects what codes we get; it affects 

the coverage for codes. Our behavior 

makes a difference to the system.”

“When these codes are created by 

the CDT, we need to be using them as 

providers,” Sanders adds. “We need 

to be billing them out to show that 

we are using these codes, otherwise 

they’re going to go through review and 

they may begin to start throwing some 

of these codes out that are heavily 

unused. There are a lot of insurance 

companies that do reimburse for some 

kind of oral cancer screening therapy 

like OralID, VELscope or ViziLite 

one time a year. And I think that gets 

missed a lot. We’re not performing risk 

assessments on our patients in offi ce. 

We are not evaluating their risk for 

HPV, their tobacco habits, their alco-

hol intake habits, things like that.”

Paying attention to what’s going on 

should also extend beyond the prac-

tice’s walls.

“I don’t think there is enough 

obsessing over what goes on outside of 

the offi ce,” Duncan says. “I think we 

obsess way too much over what’s going 

on inside our offi ce and we don’t see 

things like network changes coming at 

us. That can really throw our offi ce for 

a loop when, all of a sudden, their fee 

schedules are dropped and they have 

no idea why. I think diligence is really, 

really smart. A lot of people, though, 

never look outside their offi ces to see 

what’s going on. So, to me, it’s more of, 

‘Hey, what are the other offi ces down 

the street experiencing? What are the 

new networks coming into your area? 

What are the new employers coming 

into your area and what plan do they 

have?’ and then, ‘What are the com-

panies that are going out of business?’ 

And they’re leaving and all of a sudden 

those patients don’t have insurance. 

So, to me, it’s more of what they don’t 

look at outside of the offi ce than what 

is inside the offi ce.”

Like every year, coding and insur-

ance changes can be a nuisance and a 

headache, but if they are tackled head-

on, they can be less of a chore and 

more of an opportunity to benefi t the 

practice, the patients and, ultimately, 

the coding system, itself. 

“      I think diligence 
is really, really 
smart. A lot of peo-
ple, though, never 
look outside their 
offi ces to see what’s 
going on.”
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AS DENTISTS, WE ARE A PRETTY 

LUCKY group. Every day of our 

professional lives we get to apply 

our knowledge to help people. 

Oftentimes, those moments with 

patients are impactful for them when 

they come into our offi ces in pain 

and leave comfortable. While those 

moments don’t always make a big 

impact on us as doctors (after all, 

that’s what we do), they can make a 

tremendous impact on the patients 

we’ve helped. I mean, let’s face it, 

who really wants to be in pain?

So, for this month, I’d like for you 

to envision your offi ce as you would 

a patient. Every offi ce has some areas 

that need improvement. However, 

frequently when we are in the thick 

of our businesses, we don’t notice 

those things, even though we should.

Think about where your pain 

points are when it comes to your 

offi ce and how it runs.

Business processes
This category is probably the area that, 

hands down, most practices need help 

with. We receive incredible training on 

how to deal with the clinical part of our 

jobs, but we receive very little training 

on how to actually run a business. 

The good news with this problem 

is that many of the software pack-

ages running our offi ces provide 

solid reports and information. How-

ever, in today’s current business envi-

ronment we are now dealing with 

things that are outside the realm of 

standard accounting.

What I’m talking about here is 

patient engagement, reputation man-

agement, search engine optimization, 

social media, marketing tracking, etc. 

These are all things that were not a 

big priority just a few years back but 

can now have a large impact on the 

business end of a practice.

The days of designating a staff 

member to deal with these situations 

are over. It is simply too complicated 

and time-consuming in today’s 

environment. There are many 

companies out there that can help 

you with pieces of this, but a great 

one-stop shop for this type of help 

is MMG Fusion. The MMG in their 

name stands for “Manage, Market 

and Grow” and their software is 

designed to do just that for your 

practice. They are a two-time Celler-

ant Best of Class winner and can help 

move your practice to the next level 

in today’s business environment. 

Check out MMGFusion.com. You’ll 

sleep better and your practice will 

benefi t from their help.

However, maybe this year is the 

year you fi nally begin to offer patient 

Streamlining your practice is all about locating 
the areas that are holding you back.

How to locate the pain 
points in your practice

DR. JOHN FLUCKE
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fi nancing or some new type of treat-

ment. Things like Invisalign, endo 

or implants can increase patient 

demand while also boosting your 

profi tability. Or how about focusing 

on something as easy as recom-

mending whitening to more of your 

patients?

Non-digital processes
This category can be a pretty broad 

one, including processes from get-

ting rid of paper and going more 

digital to a fi rm commitment to 

fi nally having that morning huddle. 

With those thoughts in mind, how 

about combining those two?

I highly recommend a daily orga-

nizational meeting — but without 

the paper. In my offi ce, we meet in 

the conference room where the day’s 

schedule is projected on the screen 

and we go over every appointment as 

a team. This ensures that everything 

fl ows smoothly, all cases are on 

site for delivery, patients are seated 

promptly and the details are paid 

attention to. For those of you who 

don’t have a conference room, you 

can have this type of meeting any-

where there is a computer monitor. 

The front desk is often a great place 

to meet as a group.

For help in locating these types of 

problem areas, a staff meeting can be 

a huge help. I have found that asking 

each department to meet separately 

and then come to a staff meeting 

with problems, solutions and recom-

mendations not only empowers the 

team but also helps the doctor to 

see things from a perspective he or 

she frequently does not have. You’d 

be surprised how badly your team 

wants to be involved and help in the 

success of your practice. Problem 

solving staff meetings where you 

actually focus on solving problems 

and not just complaining about them 

can be a tremendous way to engage 

your team in your success and bring 

everyone together to create a com-

mon goal. Give it a try!

Often, a very dedicated team will 

struggle along in some areas because 

they don’t want to bother anyone 

with a problem, but in reality it’s 

those types of things that frequently 

create bottlenecks or ineffi ciencies. 

By giving them the opportunity to 

bring these problems to the doctor’s 

attention, everyone benefi ts.

Tech processes
You just knew I’d get to these, didn’t 

you? There are just so many ways 

you can improve your offi ce with 

technology. Perhaps the easiest thing 

to do that will certainly gain you 

effi ciency is to upgrade some or all of 

your offi ce computers. Improving/

upgrading the hardware that runs 

your offi ce is a surefi re way to fl at out 

make things happen faster and more 

effi ciently. If it isn’t in the budget for 

the short term, make sure to start 

setting aside a monthly amount in 

a “tech improvement” category in 

your budget. Being prepared for 

these situations decreases stress 

tremendously.

How about improving your diag-

nostics for the better? There are lots 

of ways to improve in this category.

For caries detection, take a look 

at the CamX Triton HD from Air 

Techniques, the DEXIS CariVu, 

the ACTEON SOPROLIFE or The 

Canary System from Quantum 

Dental Technologies. For perio and 

caries, look at the SOPROCARE 

from ACTEON. Utilizing these 

systems in your hygiene department 

means that you are diagnosing more 

accurately. It can also decrease the 

amount of time you spend “looking” 

and increase the amount of time you 

spend “communicating” with your 

patients. These devices allow you 

to fi nd things when they are at their 

smallest and then allow the doctor 

to make the choice of restoring or 

attempting remineralization therapy 

while being able to assess its success 

or failure.

Then, we have oral cancer screen-

ing, which can be performed with 

the LED Dental VELscope® Vx, the 

DentLight DOE system or the Bio/

Screen® system from AdDent. You 

are going to be hearing more from 

me on this subject in the future, but 

more men are now being diagnosed 

with oropharyngeal cancer than 

women are with cervical cancer.

Now, if you want to really stream-

line a part of your practice, make 

the choice to start using digital 

impressions. Currently, about 18 

percent of offi ces have gone to digital 

impressions with many more poised 

to make the change. In my offi ce we 

are currently doing about one analog 

impression per month that is usually 

for some type of fi xed prosthesis 

under a removable partial denture. 

Our iTero® Element™ system makes 

our fi xed prosthetic treatment much 

more accurate and way more time 

effi cient than it has ever been before. 

Preparation appointments don’t take 

nearly as long when you are digitally 

scanning and cementation appoint-

ments frequently require zero adjust-

ments. The digital accuracy of these 

systems still amaze me even after 

scanning for more than seven years.

Wrapping up
I frequently try to stop and look at 

things in an attempt to break them 

down to their elemental parts. One 

of the phrases I hate to hear is when 

asking someone why they do some-

thing a certain way and they reply, 

“Because we’ve always done it that 

way.” They might as well have just 

said, “We have no idea.”  

Looking at your systems, policies 

and procedures on a regular basis 

and then asking “why” will fre-

quently lead you to a better place. 

There’s no time like the present to 

start. 
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“      Maybe this year 
is the year you 
fi nally begin to offer 
patients fi nancing 
or some new type 
of treatment. Things 
like Invisalign, endo 
or implants can 
increase patient 
demand while 
also boosting your 
profi tability.”

“     Every offi ce has 
some areas that 
need improvement. 
However, frequently 
when we are in 
the thick of our 
business, we don’t 
notice those things, 
even though we 
should. Think about 
where your pain 
points are.”
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E
ach month, Dr. Lou Shuman 

consults with a dental technol-

ogy specialist to discuss the 

latest developments in digital den-

tistry, data security, social media 

trends, SEO strategies, website 

optimization, online reputation 

management, marketing and more. 

This month, Dr. Shuman sat 

down with Marty Jablow, DMD, 

to discuss the future of digital den-

tistry and how it will affect dental 

practice workfl ows and diagnostics.

Where is digital dentistry 
heading in the dental offi ce in 
2018?
The progression continues. Front 

offi ce staff are still migrating to the 

paperless offi ce, but are now incor-

porating many more online digital 

technologies. We’ve gone from 

just reminders to online reputation 

management, reviews, and overall 

offi ce effi ciencies and production 

goals. The back offi ce continues 

to evolve with patient treatment 

enhancements, such as digital caries 

detection and diagnostic devices, to 

digital impressions, CAD/CAM and 

3D printing.

Where should dental practice 
front offi ces be right now with 
their digital workfl ow?
Digital workfl ow for the front offi ce 

is really about effi ciency. What we 

need to do is increase the effi cien-

cies so we don’t do work that bogs 

down the front offi ce. The easiest 

examples are online reminders for 

patients about their appointments. 

But, we need to incorporate other 

things such as digital delivery of 

new patient documents, since we 

know how many times that new 

patient visit gets delayed because the 

patient needs to fi ll out paperwork. 

Then we have the transcription 

issue from paper to digital to get 

the information into the computer. 

Scanning documents into the prac-

tice management software reduces 

the wasteful time of fi ling papers 

into charts. 

The biggest detriment for change 

in the front offi ce is shaking off the 

“we always did it that way” mental-

ity. There are so many technologies 

to make the front offi ce much more 

effi cient, but dental staff and the 

dentist may be getting in their own 

way. Go online and see what other 

offi ces are doing in the move toward 

the paperless offi ce. You need to take 

baby steps, which many have already 

done by incorporating digital radi-

ography — now it’s just about the 

chart notes. The most underutilized 

asset in a dental offi ce is the practice 

management software. Find ways to 

maximize its use.

What’s new in digital dentistry 
diagnostics?
Digital diagnostics continues to 

grow. Digital radiography is now 

mainstream, and about 80 percent 

of the offi ces in the U.S. have gone 

digital. Caries diagnostics continue 

to evolve with various devices, 

making caries easier to monitor and 

diagnose. 3D imaging is gaining 

ground in the GP dental offi ces. The 

prices have come down, and we see 

a lot more competition in this space. 

We are seeing greater adoption 

as we are fi nding more uses for this 

diagnostic information. CBCT is 

not just for 3rd molar removal; it 

has evolved into a tremendous way 

to plan implants, examine teeth 

with endodontic problems, and 

assist in orthodontics and sleep 

apnea treatment. Intraoral scanners 

are now being used as part of the 

diagnostics. Being able to merge 

Dr. Lou Shuman and Marty Jablow, DMD, discuss where 
digital dentistry is headed — and what it means for 
dental practices. [ curated by Dr. Lou Shuman with Marty Jablow, DMD ]

The future of 
digital dentistry
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CBCT Dicom sets with intraoral 

scanning STL fi le scans allows for 

more precise implant and orthodon-

tic planning. We can now see what 

effects our treatment can have on 

the TMJ before we start treatment 

restoring arches.

The more information we acquire 

and the greater the data set for each 

patient, the better treatment plan-

ning. The better we treatment plan, 

the more predictable our outcomes 

will be.

The big buzz is about the 
digital dentistry workfl ow. 
What does that mean in 2018?
At the 2017 ADA conference in 

Atlanta, the Cellerant Best of Class 

Technology Lectures attempted to 

answer many of those questions. 

The problem is there is no set 

defi nition what a digital dentistry 

workfl ow is. It depends on what 

equipment you use and what the 

ultimate end game is. For most, 

digital dentistry means an intraoral 

scanner. So, instead of taking a 

conventional impression, you use 

an intraoral scanner to acquire a 

3D image of the prepared tooth and 

then upload the information to the 

lab. The benefi ts of these digital 

impressions are increased accuracy, 

easier inserts and reduced costs. In 

many cases, you get back a crown 

in a box as there is no model and 

the entire process is virtual. This 

increased effi ciency results in turn-

around times of under a week from 

many dental labs. 

Some others don’t consider that 

digital dentistry unless you add an 

in-house restorative component, 

and that means CAD/CAM. There 

are now more choices for in-offi ce 

milling than ever before from 

CEREC, Planmeca, Glidewell and 

Roland. These various mills will 

allow you to complete in-offi ce res-

torations. The costs and mills will 

be based on the different material 

types you want for your fi nal resto-

rations. It is now possible to mill 

composite, e.max and zirconia in 

your offi ce. 

What is on the horizon for 
digital dentistry?
That one has an easy answer and 

it is 3D printing. 3D printing will 

transform dentistry. It’s already 

started. Printers are already pro-

ducing implant surgical guides, 

implant restorative setups, orth-

odontic aligners and retainers, 

dentures, nightguards and even 

temporary crowns.  Lower cost 

printers are now within reach of 

many dental offi ces. That means 

we can produce these printed 

devices in our offi ces on demand. 

Treatment can be started sooner. 

We can now print surgical guides 

for implant placement, mak-

ing the procedure much more 

predictable and enabling more 

dentists to place implants. 

Orthodontic aligners can 

now be reliably printed at much 

reduced costs and with no more 

need to worry about cost of cor-

rections. All of this will take some 

training and you will have to 

learn some software. Go try it out 

— BlueSkyBio has implant and 

orthodontic software available 

for free; just go download and 

play with it. 

The biggest jump will be as the 

dental printing materials evolve. 

As the companies develop more 

and better materials, the ability to 

produce varied restorative options 

will grow. The cost of the printers 

will decrease and 3D printers will 

become a standard piece of dental 

equipment. 
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“     The biggest detri-
ment for change 
in the front way 
is shaking off the  
‘we always did it 
that way’ mental-
ity. There are so 
many technologies 
to make the front 
offi ce much more 
effi cient but the 
dental staff may be 
getting in their own 
way.”
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L A B  S E R V I C E S

10642 Lower Azusa Rd., #E, El Monte, CA 91731

888-609-2622
www.OneStopDentalStudio.com

A bad dental lab

can take your focus

away from patients. 

Good thing

we’re here

for you.

Denture &
Partial Specials!
Complete Denture 
Metal Partial Denture 
TCS flexible 
Night Guard Hard/Soft/Combo
Hawley Retainer 

Titanium
Metal Partial
Ultra lightweight 
Ultra strong
Bio compatible

$299.99 per arch

Full Service Dental Lab, please call for our crown specials. 

ADVERTISE NOW!

We have one of the largest MARKETPLACE 

sections in the industry. With our online 

opportunities, we open up unlimited potential.

Call Renee Schuster for advertising information at

800.225.4569 x 2613

L A B  S E R V I C E S

833-234-2411
digitaldentalstudiousa.com

info@digitaldentalstudiousa.com

WE OFFER 99% OF ALL PRODUCTS.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Special promotion 
Full service Dental Lab ask for our denture specials

.BEF�JO�UIF�64"�t�45-�m�MFT�XFMDPNFE�t�-JNJUFE�UJNF�PGGFS

-BZFSFE�[JSDPOJB�X�QPSD�� ��� per unit

F�NBY�$"%�� ��� per unit

7FOFFST�QSFQ�OPO�QSFQ� ��� per unit

-BWB�X�QPSD�� ��� per unit

5JUBOJVN�X�QPSD�� ����per unit

1'.�OPO�QSFDJPVT� ����per unit

SOLID FULL
CONTOUR ZIRCONIA

��� PER UNIT
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M A G N I F I C A T I O N

Loupes.come

Ordering Custom 

Loupes Has Never Been 

Easier!

• We find your pupillary 
     distance - just send us a selfie!

• Made with frames you love 
from NikeTM, OakleyTM, and 
Rudy ProjectTM

• Premium optics

• Highest quality product for a 
fraction of competitors cost

10 % OFF
 

When you use the 
code

 ELOUPES4ME
at checkout

Expires 1/31/18

“The image quality is outstanding. These loupes 

have a better depth of field than my previous 

ones.  I shopped around and saved 30% on these 

loupes”   Dr. Eric Lowry, DDS

“My eLoupes are clearer, lighter, and more 

  comfortable”  Dr. Chad Roskelly, DDS 

Loupes.come
(208) 991-3893  

OakleyTM is a registered trademark of Oakley, Inc., and Flak JacketTM and Flak Jacket XLJTM are registered trademarks of Oakley, Inc. 
NikeTM is a registered trademark of Nike, Inc., and Rudy ProjectTM is a registered trademark of Rudy Project SRL. Epic Loupes, LLC is not 
an authorized dealer of Oakley, Inc., Nike, Inc., Rudy Project SRL, or Rudy Project North America, L.P. Epic Loupes, LLC is not endorsed, 
sponsored, or supported by Oakley, Inc., Nike, Inc. or Rudy Project.

O R A L  C A R E
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Superior Upholstery
Call us today 888-548-7282

Online ordering available 24/7.

View our catalog through our 
website: www.superiorupholstery.com

 

We can make your Dental 
chairs look brand new!

Replacement upholstery kits 

in as little as 45 minutes.

 

Most popular chairs available with 
no core return.

U P H O L S T E R Y

www.TechWholesale.com

Great Patient Care Starts with 
Strong Communication

MOTOROLA and the Stylized M Logo are registered trademarks of Motorola Trademark Holdings, LLC and 
are used under license © 2018 Motorola Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved.

Visit www.TechWholesale.com/dental.html 

or Call 888-Walky-Talky.DLR SERIES DLDLRR SERIRIESES

T E C H O L O G Y

Content Licensing for Every Marketing Strategy

Leverage branded content from Dental Products Report to create a more powerful and sophisticated 

statement about your product, service, or company in your next marketing campaign. Contact Wright’s 

Media to fi nd out more about how we can customize your acknowledgements and recognitions to 

enhance your marketing strategies.

For information, call 

Wright’s Media at 877.652.5295 or visit our website at www.wrightsmedia.com

Marketing solutions fi t for:

Outdoor |  Direct Mail |  Print Advertising |  Tradeshow/POP Displays | Social Media | Radio & TV
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ADVERTORIAL

What to consider when choosing 
practice management software
Let’s face it: Choosing practice management software 

is a daunting task. There are many choices and at the 

end of the process, you’re greeted by a software instal-

lation with plenty of question marks.

Choosing the right software doesn’t have to be dif-

fi cult, though. By closely considering just fi ve things, 

you can fi nd answers to your questions and get excited 

about your new practice management software.

Where to start?

These fi ve factors can be useful in helping you evalu-

ate a new system to maximize your practice’s success, 

whether your practice has a single location or operates 

over multiple offi  ces.

Functionality

Your goal as a dentist is to provide the best possible 

patient experience. The functionality of your practice 

management solution is vitally important to helping 

you do so. Think about what you want, and where 

you have room for improvement, while weighing your 

software options. Keep in mind that you’ll want a solu-

tion that matches your future plans for your practice.

Consider:

• Clinical workfl ow

• Ease of scheduling

• Billing and accounting features

• Cloud-based vs. server-based

Integrations

Consider all the varied technologies you use in your 

practice to determine which you’d like to integrate 

with your new practice management software. For 

many dental teams, this includes important clinical 

and business functions like digital imaging and mar-

keting tools. Ensuring that your practice management 

software integrates fully with your digital imaging 

equipment, for instance, can mean a great deal to 

practice effi  ciency. Consider:

• Digital imaging

• Patient communication and marketing

• How information is shared between systems

Reporting

Most dentists didn’t pursue their careers with the 

intention of focusing on reports. Fortunately, the 

right practice management solution can help you 

provide excellent patient care while making savvy 

business decisions with robust reports that give you 

an  in-depth look at what’s happening in your practice 

in just moments. If you have multiple locations, you’ll 

want to give special consideration to cross-location 

reporting ability. Consider:

• Variety of reports

• Usable data — ability to sort and fi lter within reports

• Actionable insights

User experience

The user experience ties together all the other factors 

of a software by ensuring that your team understands 

how to use it. Your practice management system will 

be even more eff ective if your team members are able 

to learn and master it quickly and with little oversight. 

Think about how each team member will use the soft-

ware and you will have an even better idea of which 

software is right for your practice. Consider:

•  How and where each team member will use the 

software

• Convenience of using the software

• Ease of use and mastery

Support

A new practice management system is a major adjust-

ment for the entire team. Partnering with a practice 

management system provider that supports you 

every step of the way makes it easier. Identify which 

support options are most important to your practice 

and choose a software solution that you can trust will 

accommodate your needs. Consider:

• Reputation and track record of software provider

• All-staff  access to support resources

• Training methods

• Transition support

Turn your apprehension into excitement by doing 

your research ahead of time. You’ll fi nd the solution 

that fi ts you best, and you’ll be confi dent that the com-

pany you’re purchasing from will be there to help you 

make the most of it. Learn more at pattersondental.

com/equipment-technology/practice-management.

ODUA IMAGES / SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

https://www.pattersondental.com/


&
Discover everything that & can do for you 
with Fuse: pattersondental.com/fuse.

18T0070a (10/17)

Fuse Cloud Practice Management 
& Patterson Dental Practice Support. 

The 

POWER OF

With Fuse, you get cloud practice management software 

& your choice of support options – in person, remote or self-guided. 

& technology advisors to provide ongoing training and insights. 

& transition specialists helping you through conversion and onboarding. 

& supplies and solutions to make your job easier every day. 

& a local team to help integrate and optimize all your technology. 

& industry experts focused on your practice’s success.

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 42

https://www.pattersondental.com/fuse
https://www.pattersondental.com/fuse


VOCO · 1245 Rosemont Drive · Suite 140 · Indian Land, SC 29707 · www.vocoamerica.com · infousa@voco.com

Call 1-888-658-2584

MAXIMUM PRECISION  

IN UP TO 30% LESS CHAIR TIME

SHORT
SETTING 
TIME

OPTIMAL
WORKING

TIME

•  Up to 2-minutes of adjustable working time gives control  

over the pace of the procedure, while the abbreviated 2-minute  

thermo-activated set time, saves time and improves patient comfort

•  The rapid snap set reduces the time in the critical zone by up  

to 50% minimizing potential distortion due to human error  

resulting in less re-takes

•  Heavy Soft Fast material offers an optimal viscosity to load the tray  

but remains soft enough after it sets for easy removal from the mouth

•  Due to its low polyether-like contact angle of less than 10° V-Posil’s  

UWRGTKQT�J[FTQRJKNKEKV[�FKURNCEGU�ƃWKFU�
UCNKXC��DNQQF��GVE���ETGCVKPI�CP� 

enhanced contact to the dental anatomy – yielding more precise impressions

•  Exceptional tear strength and elastic recovery ensures dimensional  

accuracy of the impression during and after removal

 V-Posil    
Time Optimized  

VPS Impression Systemp

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 43

http://www.vocoamerica.com
mailto:infousa@voco.com
http://www.vocoamerica.com
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NEWS FLASH: Leading Corporate Dental Company CEO Calls 

Independent / Solo Dentists ‘Knuckle Draggers’

The Corporate Takeover of Dentistry EXPOSED!
“Free Report Reveals How To STOP The Corporate Dental Giants From 

Stealing ALL Your Best Patients (they are implementing a nationwide 

plan RIGHT NOW to do just that) and KILLING Your Practice”

Exclusive FREE REPORT reveals the TRUE intent of the 

corporate giants gobbling up independent practices… The 

REAL threat they pose that not one dentist in 1000 is ready 

for… If you don’t want to end up being a $100k employee 

and don’t want your family to require a DRAMATIC 

downsize You MUST read this FREE report…

________________________________________________
Name

________________________________________________
Address

________________________________________________
City     State   Zip

________________________________________________
2I¿FH�3KRQH

________________________________________________
(PDLO� � \RXU�HPDLO�ZLOO�EH�KHOG�LQ�WKH�VWULFWHVW�RI�FRQ¿GHQFH

:+$7�6+28/'�,�'2�12:"

)LOO�RXW�WKLV�FDUG�DQG�PDLO�LW�����������

)D[�WKLV�SDJH�WR���������������������

9LVLW�ZZZ�&RUSRUDWH'HQWDO'HIHQVH�FRP

�

�

3

NEWLY UPDATED REPORT: 
There are only 50  37 copies 

of this REPORT & CD 
available. 

Claim yours now.

Get INSTANT 
ACCESS to 
Your Report 
By Entering 
Email Here
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The Corporate Takeover of 
Dentistry Exposed!

Read what people are saying!

2XU�VDWLV¿HG�FOLHQWV�VD\�LW�DOO���

³7KLV�WUDLQLQJ�ZDV�XQEHOLHYDEO\�YDOXDEOH��,�IHHO�

OLNH�,�FDQ�UHOD[����WKH�μELJ��EDG�FRUSRUDWH�GHQWLVWV¶�

DUH�QR�ORQJHU�D�WKUHDW�EHFDXVH�RI�ZKDW�,�QRZ�

NQRZ��<RX�1(('�WKLV�WUDLQLQJ�LI�\RX�ZDQW�WR�VWDQG�

D�FKDQFH�DQG�VWD\�LQ�EXVLQHVV�´

-Eric Compton, DDS, Munster, IN

³&RUSRUDWH�*LDQWV"�+D��%HOLHYH�PH����,�GRQ¶W�

ORVH�DQ\�VOHHS��$V�VRRQ�DV�,�GLVFRYHUHG�WKLV�

WRRO��,�VWRSSHG�ZRUU\LQJ�EHFDXVH�,�NQHZ�WKDW�

ERWK�P\�SUDFWLFH�DQG�,�DUH������SURWHFWHG�´

-Kevin Flood, DDS, Grand Rapids, MI

0DLO�7KLV

NEW & IMPROVED! 
“How To STOP The 

Corporate Dental Giants 

From Stealing ALL Your 

Best Patients and KILLING 

Your Practice!”

CORPORATE DENTAL DEFENSE

ES999522_DPR0118_LOCAL2_FP.pgs  12.16.2017  00:03    ADV  blackyellowmagentacyan



PREMIUM 

Dental Arts 
Laboratories, Inc.

DAL Full Denture Complete
Includes Articulation, Setup, 

Lucitone® High Impact Acrylic and ID Name

Conventional - w/Portrait™ IPN® Teeth $394/arch

Digitally Milled - w/Portrait™ IPN® Teeth $630/arch

New! DAL Second Nature 
Clear Partial Denture
Clear • Metal Free • Lightweight

$175/metal-free frame
$418 with Lucitone Acrylic and Portrait IPN Teeth

All Products Proudly Fabricated in Our 

Laboratories Located in the USA.

REMOVABLE SERVICES
with a Personal Touch!

New! DAL Second Nature™ 
Tooth-Colored Partial Denture

Metal Free • Lightweight

$175/metal-free frame
$418 with Lucitone Acrylic and Portrait IPN Teeth

1.855.556.5376

Models, Bite Rim and Custom Tray Additional

ES1000764_DPR0118_PEORIA1_FP.pgs  12.20.2017  00:05    ADV  blackyellowmagentacyan

http://www.dentalartslab.com/


Call for Case Pick-up! 
1.855.556.5376

Vitallium 2000 Plus Partial Denture
Valplast Flexible Partial Denture
DuraFlex Flexible Partial Denture

Full Denture

Experience the Difference! 
Save $50 on your next case with DAL!

Dr. 

Street                                                                           Suite

City                    State   Zip

Phone           Fax

Email 

Patient Name                         Age                           M        F

Shade __________  Today’s Date ____/____/____ Return Date ____/____/____

Signature __________________________________  License # _______________________

Made in 
the USA

New! DAL Second
Nature™ Tooth-Colored
Partial Denture

Valplast® or 
DuraFlex™ Flexible
Partial Denture

Full Denture

Dental Arts 
Laboratories, Inc.
241 NE Perry Avenue, Peoria, IL 61603-3625

New! DAL Second Nature Partial Denture

• Metal-Free, High Strength, Lightweight Frame

• Lucitone HIPA and Portrait IPN Teeth

• Tooth-Borne or Tissue-Borne Clasp Retention

• Hypoallergenic and Hygienic

• Framework Available in A1, A2, A3, A3.5, 

   B1, G2 Bleach Shades and Clear

• C2 and D2 Shades Available Soon

Steve Venyak
45 Years of Experience

Conveniently Located in Peoria, IL...
We’re Here to Assist You!

 

• Personalized One to One Case Communication

• Premium FDA Approved Materials

• Fast, Dependable Service

• Complete Range of Services -

   Full, Partial, Reline/Repair Services

Ready to Send a Case?

Call Us Today at 1.855.556.5376!

DPR 1/18

New! DAL Second
Nature Clear 
Partial Denture

Conventional

Digital

ES1000762_DPR0118_PEORIA2_FP.pgs  12.20.2017  00:06    ADV  blackyellowmagentacyan
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